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1 Introduction

Temporary Work Agencies (TWAs) serve as intermediaries between job seekers look-

ing for temporary or flexible work arrangements and employers requiring temporary

staff to fill gaps, manage workload peaks, or cover for absent employees (Jahn and

Weber, 2016). They allow firms to hedge against short-term fluctuations in a regulated

labor market, thereby reducing the duration of vacancies by reducing search frictions.

However, TWAs are also often criticized for trapping workers into low-paid jobs (Car-

rasco et al. 2024), thereby increasing inequalities between in-house and temp workers.

The rapid expansion of temporary work agency contracts in many OECD countries

in recent years raises important concerns about their aggregate impact on the labor

market and on wage inequalities. In this paper, we address these concerns by utilizing

novel administrative data that provide detailed information on TWAs and user firms.

We then develop and calibrate a model where TWAs act as intermediaries in the mar-

ket for short-term workers to analyze their overall impact on wages, employment,

unemployment, and welfare.

First, we document new empirical facts about the wages of in-house and temporary

workers across different firms and markets. We start by following closely the ap-

proach taken by Drenik et al. (2020), which extends the model of Abowd et al. (1999)

by interacting the firm fixed effects with the workers’ contract, distinguishing between

in-house and TWA arrangements. However, going beyond the average wage gap, we

also highlight the substantial heterogeneity that persists across firms and markets,

even after controlling for a rich set of observable and unobservable characteristics of

workers and jobs. Our findings indicate that, although there is, on average, a 3%

higher salary for in-house workers compared to similar temp workers, this wage gap

varies significantly. In fact, the standard deviation is 4 to 5 times larger than the mean,

and in more than one fourth of the cases, the gap becomes negative.1 Finally, we show

that the level of wage gap is highly correlated to both using firm and TWA character-

istics such as size, revenues per worker and ability to fill vacancies, suggesting that

the variation captured by our empirical analysis is not driven by noise but rather by

fundamental features of the labor markets.

1Directive 2008/104/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 November 2008 on tem-
porary agency work states that the principle of equal treatment of temporary and in-house workers
applies to basic working and employment conditions, including the duration of working time, over-
time, breaks, rest periods, night work, holidays, public holidays, and pay. However, empirical studies
recurrently find a wage penalty for TWA workers, suggesting that this regulation is only indicative
and not truly enforced.
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To better understand the source of this heterogeneity and its link with the functioning

of the labor market, we develop and quantify a directed search and matching model2

in which firms may opt to use TWAs for two primary reasons: to speed up the hiring

process and to reduce human resources (HR) management costs. The model allows us

to derive a simple formula for the wage gap, resulting in part from the externalization

of vacancy costs by user firms, which reduces welfare –as measured by production net

of vacancy and capital costs. We refer to this channel as the “inefficient” portion of

the wage gap. A second part of the wage gap, however, arises from differences in HR

management costs between user firms and TWAs, which contributes to the efficient

allocation of labor.

More precisely, in our model, when hiring directly, the cost of vacancy maintenance

(associated with the user cost of capital) does not directly affect the wages of in-house

employees because the employment contracts start after the match is realized. In the

absence of TWA, the ability of workers to direct their search toward in-house versus

temp jobs implies that the equilibrium is efficient (Acemoglu and Shimer, 1999). In

contrast, in the presence of TWA, the contract between TWAs and user firms is es-

tablished at the beginning of the search process and the maintenance cost is not yet

paid when the price paid by the user firm to the TWA is determined. Accordingly,

the costs of vacancy maintenance are partially passed onto the TWA through lower

prices, which in turn depresses wages paid to temp workers. This pecuniary exter-

nality is not internalized by user firms and they will tend to resort more to TWA than

what is socially optimal. On the other hand, the TWA’s markdown on wages induces

job seekers to direct too much of their search towards in-house positions rather than

temp jobs.

To empirically evaluate the inefficiency associated with the TWA’s markdown, we

use our data to quantify the model by considering cells of commuting zones (Zones

d’emploi or CZ) and occupations, and by combining various administrative datasets.

We consider the average wage gap between in-house and temp workers in short-

term contracts, their job finding and filling rates, and the average job duration. From

these values, we solve the model recursively and estimate market-specific parameters,

2The decision to use a directed search model, rather than a random search model, is grounded in both
theoretical and empirical considerations. From a theoretical standpoint, markets with directed search
operate under a constrained efficient decentralized equilibrium (Moen, 1997; Wright et al., 2021). This
approach enables us to clearly identify potential inefficiencies linked to the activity of TWAs. From
an empirical perspective, job seekers can easily search for vacancies posted by TWAs or other firms,
especially since the internet has become a critical job search channel (Kircher, 2022).
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allowing us to decompose the sources of the wage gap and evaluate the portion as-

sociated with the inefficient use of temp workers across 649 local labor markets. In

these markets, the share of TWA markdown in the wages of temp workers varies from

about 1% to 16%, with an average of 6.4%.

We show that it is theoretically possible to eliminate the inefficient portion with wage

subsidies paid to temporary workers, financed by taxes on temporary job vacancies.

Such a policy would lead to an optimal allocation of workers, matching the welfare

level of the constrained optimal equilibrium. However, in practice, such subsidies and

taxes may be difficult to implement due to the heterogeneity of local labor markets

and their definition based on imperfectly observed parameters. Accordingly, we ex-

plore the consequences of a more realistic policy aiming at eliminating the wage gap

entirely, not just its inefficient component.3

Our findings reveal heterogeneous effects on welfare across local labor markets, which

can be positive or negative. This ambiguous effect arises from the fact that the wage

gap is the result of objective factors that contribute to an efficient allocation of jobs.

Quantitatively, we estimate that a policy eliminating the wage gap would slightly

reduce aggregate welfare by 0.3% and have a negative impact on employment in all

local labor markets, leading to an aggregate employment loss of 6.2%. This result

underlines the subtle effect of TWAs on the efficiency of the labor market: even if

they can create a significant wage differential across observationally similar workers,

their higher relative efficiency in matching workers to vacancies has an overall positive

impact on welfare. Consequently, we find that banning all TWAs from labor markets

will lead to a reduction of total welfare by 1.4% and of employment by 6.4%.4

Related literature: This paper is mainly related to two strands of the literature.

A first strand analyzes the consequences of domestic outsourcing (as distinct from

international outsourcing or offshoring) on wages. Several contributions analyze situ-

ations in which contracting firms provide goods and services that are not produced by

3Another theoretical solution is to merge the TWAs with the user firms to avoid the externalization of
vacancies maintenance costs of user firms, as shown in appendix B.5.

4Our model only focuses on short-term contract workers and does not take into account the dynamic
impact of TWAs on facilitating the transition of these workers into permanent positions. Table A.3.1
in Appendix shows that the transition rate from TWA contracts to permanent contracts amounts to
3% and that the transition rate from in-house temporary contracts to permanent contrats equals 4%.
This is consistent with recent evidence from Spanish data (Carrasco et al., 2024) which suggests that
the effects of TWAs on improving the insertion into more stable and permanent employment are
limited. Specifically, while TWAs can provide immediate employment opportunities, their role in
leading to long-term stable employment is mitigated, indicating that temporary agency work does
not significantly enhance the likelihood of obtaining permanent positions.
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in-house workers (food, security, cleaning or general administrative services). Gold-

schmidt and Schmieder (2017) find that workers outsourced to service providers expe-

rience a decline in wages that is almost entirely explained by a decline in firm-specific

wage premia, as captured by AKM fixed-effects. Bilal and Lhuillier (2021) combine

an empirical investigation of the productivity and wage effect of exogenous shift in

outsourcing with a frictional labor market model in order to gauge the aggregate ef-

fects of domestic outsourcing. We depart from these papers by focusing on another

type of outsourcing for which the contracting firms, namely the TWAs, provide the

same types of labor services as those of in-house workers.5 Autor (2001) shows that

TWAs can be seen as a screening device for user firms. A similar role is described by

Beneito et al. (2024). Both Neugart and Storrie (2006) and Autor and Houseman (2010)

assess the role of TWAs as a stepping stone toward more stable employment in user

firms. Closer to our paper, Drenik et al. (2020) use data from Argentina to show that

temp workers receive lower wages than in-house workers, even when working within

the same user firms. Building on this research, we expand their findings using newly

available data from France to confirm their main results about the average wage gap.

This approach further enables us to document the large dispersion of the in-house

to temp workers’ wage gap across firms and markets and to describe the features to

which these wage gaps are correlated. Finally, we contribute by developing a simple

model of TWAs in a frictional labor market that give rise to differential wage poli-

cies between temp and in-house workers. This model allows us to understand and

evaluate both the causes and the welfare implications of these discrepancies.

The second strand of the literature is related to the role of intermediaries in markets

with frictions. The seminal paper of Rubinstein and Wolinsky (1987) shows that the

impact of intermediaries on the distribution of gains from trade and on market effi-

ciency depends on the characteristics of the market. In line with this seminal paper,

there is a significant body of literature that analyzes the role of intermediaries in mar-

kets with frictions, with applications for financial markets and product markets – see

e.g. Biglaiser and Li (2018); Gautier et al. (2023); Masters (2007); Watanabe (2020); Weill

(2020). This literature confirms the results of Rubinstein and Wolinsky (1987): the im-

pact of intermediaries on the distribution of trade gains and on efficiency depends on

the context of each market. In many cases, intermediaries deteriorate efficiency. Yavaş

5The contract between the user firms and the service providers in the cited papers focuses on the
output (for instance a cleaning, security, or logistic service), while in our case it focuses on the hours
of work provided by the temp worker.
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(1994) analyzes a labor market where an intermediary is a platform that matches the

employers and the employees and does not trade on its own account. He finds that

this type of intermediary can have a negative impact on efficiency. Our contribution

is to study the properties of a model that specifically represents the role of TWAs in

a labor market with frictions. We show that, starting from an efficient directed-search

benchmark (Moen, 1997; Acemoglu and Shimer, 1999), the introduction of TWAs with

potentially superior search and contract management technologies can lead to an inef-

ficienct allocation so that the net effect of TWAs on welfare is theoretically ambiguous.

We explain the wage gap distribution and its relation with the inefficiency of the de-

centralized equilibrium. We find that TWAs improve the functioning of the labor

market in our empirical context insofar as their presence enhances welfare, but their

downward pressure on wages constitutes a source of inefficiency. Furthermore, we

assess the consequences of different public policies aimed at limiting this inefficiency.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides some descriptive

statistics about TWAs in France and the characteristics of firms that use this type of

contracts, and describes the data used in the main analysis. Section 3 analyzes the

magnitude of the wage gap empirically, and shows how it correlates with firm and

market characteristics. Section 4 presents our theory and Section 5 our quantitative

analysis. Section 6 concludes.

2 Institutions and Data

2.1 Temp Workers in France

Temp workers are formally employed by a temporary work agency but they work for

another company. In France, TWAs can only hire workers on fixed-term contracts.6

Workers can also be employed in-house under fixed-term contracts known as CDDs

(“Contrat à Durée Déterminée”). The regulations governing fixed-term contracts are

identical, whether they pertain to temp workers from a TWA or in-house employees

under a CDD. The only difference between CDDs and TWA contracts is that, for the

CDD, the employer is the company where the employee works, whereas for the TWA

contract, the employer is the TWA itself. However, the labor law states that temp

6Since 2018, a law allows TWAs to hire workers on open-ended contracts known as "CDI intérimaire".
However, this possibility remains rarely utilized (only 0.3% of the TWA job offers in 2019 are open-
ended), primarily for high-skill profiles.
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workers act under the authority of the employer of the user company and that the

temp workers’ salary must adhere to the same compensation rules as those applicable

to the employees of the user company (notably in terms of sectoral minimum wages).

Specific rules define the conditions under which someone can be hired on a fixed-

term contract, primarily: i) to address a temporary surge in activity, ii) to replace

an employee on leave, and iii) for roles inherently temporary in nature. Moreover,

fixed-term contracts can be renewed up to two times, with the combined duration not

exceeding 18 months.

France’s labor market is relatively polarized, with 85% of employees working under

protected open-ended contracts (“Contrat à Durée Indéterminée”, or CDI) while the re-

maining 15% are in fixed-term contracts, which are primarily taken up by young and

low-skilled workers. Hence, while the overall incidence of TWA employment, equal

to 6% in 2019, might appear small, it accounts for a much larger share of employment

in the low skill segment, and an even larger portion of job vacancies and of flows in

and out of employment, rendering TWA a key element for understanding employ-

ment dynamics. Among all new contracts signed in 2019 in the private sector, 50%

where TWA contracts.7 Moreover, the share of temp workers in the private business

sector over total employment follows a positive trend. It has gone from 4% to 6%

of employees between 2009 and 2019 and TWA are becoming an increasingly popu-

lar form of fixed-term contracts, reaching roughly 54% of all fixed-term contracts by

2019, from only 40% in 2009.8 Interestingly, this trend is due to CDD contracts being

substituted for TWA contracts, as the share of fixed-term contracts among all in-house

contracts has remained constant over time (if anything it is slightly decreasing since

2016). Appendix Figure A.1.2 shows that, while low paying occupations count a larger

share of TWA workers relative to high paying ones, TWA employment constitutes a

non-negligible share of the occupational labor force up until the 7th percentile of the

occupational wage distribution, indicating that this type of contract is used widely

across many different types of jobs.

Table I reports the occupations that make the largest use of temp workers. In the list

we find occupations in the care sector, such as caregivers, nurses and midwives, and

7Authors calculations based on the MMO database.
8According to the 2021 OECD Employment Outlook (OECD, 2021), TWA employment is becoming
increasingly prevalent in most OECD countries. In 2019, France had the 5th largest share of temporary
agency employment within its labor force, ranking behind only Spain, the Netherlands, Slovenia, and
Slovakia. The rapid growth of staffing has also been documented in the USA (Atencio-De-Leon et al.,
2024).
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unskilled blue collar professions in construction, industry and maintenance. These

sectors have a high proportion of fixed-term contracts, including CDDs and TWA

contracts. The table further reports the unconditional relative wage gap between temp

workers and in-house workers, showing substantial differences across categories.

TABLE I. Occupation with the highest shares of temporary agency workers

Occupation Share of TWA Relative wage gap

Code Description All workers Fixed-term
workers All workers Fixed-term

workers

V0Z Caregivers 0.43 0.89 -0.07 -0.08
J0Z Unskilled BC workers in maintenance 0.40 0.85 0.08 0.002
E0Z Unskilled BC workers in process in-

dustries
0.40 0.87 0.07 -0.04

C1Z Skilled BC workers in electrical and
electronic industries

0.36 0.92 0.23 0.06

V1Z Nurses, midwives 0.35 0.92 0.13 -0.02
V4Z Social workers 0.31 0.89 0.25 0.02
A2Z Agricultural technicians and managers 0.29 0.91 0.30 0.10
B0Z Unskilled BC workers in construction 0.26 0.66 -0.01 -0.06
D0Z Unskilled BC workers in metal indus-

tries
0.25 0.86 0.06 -0.10

B5Z Machine operators in construction 0.16 0.88 0.12 -0.01

Notes: Shares are calculated by taking the ratio of the total hours worked by TWA (“interim”) workers over total hours by all workers. The relative wage gap is
computed as the average in-house wage minus the average TWA wage, divided by the average in-house wage. It can be thus interpreted as a % difference in favor
of in-house workers. Only private sector. Period: average over 2017-2019. Source: DADS.

Figure I shows the distribution of the length of all fixed-term contracts signed in

2019 in the private sector, distinguishing between in-house contracts (CDD) and TWA

contracts. It is constructed using the payroll tax data DADS poste, which we use for

most of the analysis in this paper. One caveat is that this data aggregates all contracts

signed within the same TWA in a given year into one single spell (see Section 2.2 for

more details). For this reason, in Appendix Figure A.1.1 we also show the distribution

of contract length obtained from a different data source that allows us to disentangle

the length of each single contract within a repeated spell. The median (mean) length

of in-house fixed-term contracts in the DADS data is 46 days (81 days), while for TWA

contracts it is 34 days (72 days). While being statistically different from each other,

it seems clear that these two types of contracts are used by firms for similar types of

missions and thus can be seen as rather substitutes. It is also important to notice that

most of these spells are combinations of shorter contracts that are rolled-over several

times, as shown by Figure A.1.1 in appendix.

Finally, contrary to other forms of externalisation such as outsourcing, the relation

between user firms and TWAs takes place predominantly at the local labor market

level. In fact, for 75% of TWA contracts, the establishment using the worker is located

within 20.6 kilometers from the TWA, and only 29% of contracts take place between

8



FIGURE I. Distribution of contract length

Notes: The graph is constructed using the DADS data, which aggregates all contracts signed within the same TWA in a given
year into one single spell. It shows the distribution of the length of all fixed-term contracts signed in 2019, expressed in full
time equivalents, and disentangles between in-house (CDD) and TWA contracts.

a user firm and a TWA located in different commuting zone (“Zone d’emploi” or CZ).9

This motivates our choice to consider a labor market as a pair of CZ and occupation.

Appendix section A.1 reports additional descriptive evidence of the distribution of

TWA contracts across geographic areas.

2.2 Data

We rely on the administrative payroll database (the DADS) to recover the wage gap

between in-house and temp workers. In particular, we apply the extension of the

Abowd et al. (1999) (AKM) model put forward by Drenik et al. (2020), controlling for

differences in user firm characteristics, individual characteristics, and other observ-

able components such as occupations and commuting zones. To apply this method-

ology, we exploit two important features of the French administrative data. First, we

use the fact that, since 2017, the data reports the user firm identifier for all TWA

workers to compare them with in-house workers employed by the same firm.10 This

9The commuting zones are purely statistical entities defined by the French statistics office -INSEE- to
capture areas encompassing both the place of work and the place of residence of most individuals.
There are about 300 commuting zones in France.

10Since 2017, the database reports two firm identifiers for each TWA contract: the one of the employer
- the TWA - and the one of the client - the user firm.
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procedure allows us to net-out from the wage gap all differences explained by the

composition of firms hiring TWA workers, which are typically the largest and most

productive ones. Second, we need to follow workers over time and to observe multi-

ple individuals switching across contracts, occupations and firms in order to identify

wage premia net of a rich set of fixed effects. The administrative records published by

the French statistics office (INSEE) provide consistent individual identifiers for only

1/12th of the total workforce, which results in a connected set that is too sparse to

identify our parameters of interest. We therefore apply the procedure described by

Babet et al. (2022) to recover the exhaustive worker panel from the DADS data over

the years 2017 to 2019.11 In the final dataset obtained from this procedure, we observe

over 2 million workers that hold both TWA contracts and in-house contracts over

the period, and the vast majority of them also switches across firms and occupations

when changing contract type, thus providing substantial variation for the analysis

(see Appendix A.2 for more summary statistics).12

3 Wages of in-house and temp workers

3.1 Average wage gap

We start by estimating the following AKM model:

log(w)ioet = β1 Inhouseioet + β2Xioet + γt + γi + γe + γo + ϵioet, (1)

where log(w)ioet measures the logarithm of the hourly wage paid to worker i in oc-

cupation o, establishment e and time t, Inhouseioet is a dummy identifying that the

worker is under an in-house contract, and Xioet controls for individual and contract-

level characteristics such as age and age squared, gender, a dummy for open-ended

11The individual worker identifiers included in the exhaustive employer-employee data are not con-
sistent across years. However, Babet et al. (2022) showed that the vast majority of individuals can
be identified from one year to the next using the available information on their demographics, their
firm of employment and their occupation. We therefore apply their codes to construct a worker-level
panel of all the French labor force. We finally exclude the public sector because of their different
wage setting mechanisms. More details on the data construction are available in Appendix A.2.

12One important caveat of the data is that if the TWA worker is employed by different using firms
over the same year, without changing the TWA that employs him, only the user firm where the temp
worker worked the longest number of days will be recorder, assigning to it all of the working hours
and salaries perceived while working for other clients as well. This caveat might introduce some
noise in the analysis, but we do not expect it to systematically bias our results.
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contracts, and the count of number of days worked on the job in the year. We further

include increasingly demanding levels of fixed effects, including year (γt), worker

(γi), user establishment (γe) and occupation (γo) fixed effects.13 An important el-

ement for identification is that movements across contracts are not correlated with

unobserved time-varying individual characteristics. If workers systematically switch

from TWA contracts to in-house contracts when they experience an unobserved pro-

ductivity growth, this would create some endogeneity in the estimation of β1. To

get a sense of whether transitions from TWA to in-house contracts constitute typical

career-ladders, Appendix Table A.3.1 reports the frequency of movements across con-

tract types. What we observe is that, especially within fixed-term contracts, workers

switch as frequently from in-house to TWA than the other way around. This obser-

vation alleviates the concern of endogenous transitions. Finally, one might wonder

whether the type of individuals or the type of establishments that engage in in-house

contracts are very different from those engaging in TWA contracts. If this was the

case, it would undermine the scope for comparability of the two work arrangements.

To alleviate this concern, we estimate a standard AKM model with individual and

establishment fixed effects, as well as the same time varying controls included in

equation (1), and we plot the distribution of the fixed effects for different types of

contracts. Appendix Figure A.3.1 shows the results. We see that the distribution of

establishment fixed effects is highly comparable across open-ended in-house (CDI),

fixed-term in-house (CDD) and TWA contracts, with only a slight over-representation

of TWA contracts towards more productive firms. When it comes to individual fixed

effects, we see that workers with CDI contracts are skewed towards the right, but the

distribution among CDD and TWA workers is almost exactly the same.

Table II reports the estimation for β1 when we only control for time FE and the dummy

for open-ended contracts (Column 1), when we add all individual and contract level

controls in Xioet (Column 2), when we add worker FE (Column 3), user establishment

FE (Column 4), and occupation FE (Column 5). Column (6) reproduces the specifica-

tion of Column (5) but restricts the sample of in-house contracts to fixed-term ones

(CDD). Interestingly, the raw comparison reveals that on average in-house contracts

pay about 0.3% less than TWA contracts, but controlling for age, gender and con-

tract characteristics already tilts the difference in favor of in-house workers (+0.16%).

When we control for individual fixed effects the difference becomes slightly smaller,

13We do not include commuting zone fixed effects because they are absorbed by the establishment
fixed effects.
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around 0.1%. This suggests that part of the difference is explained by the fact that less

productive individuals are more likely to be employed in TWA contracts. However,

this low coefficient masks another difference: the fact that large and more productive

firms are more likely to use TWA contracts. Once we control for both individual and

user establishment FE, we obtain a wage-gap of 3.6%, which shrinks to 3.3% once we

also control for occupation FE. These estimates are obtained using over 27 million ob-

servations spanning roughly 7 million individuals and 1.2 million user establishments

in the French private sector. Restricting the comparison group to short term contracts

considerably shrinks the number of observations, but give rise to a similar premium

although somewhat smaller (2.5%). These results confirm the finding of Drenik et

al. (2020): on average, temp workers are paid less than comparable in-house workers

employed in the same firms and under similar contract length.

TABLE II. Wage impact of temporary work contracts

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
log(w) log(w) log(w) log(w) log(w) log(w)

In house -0.00339*** 0.00163*** 0.000930*** 0.0365*** 0.0330*** 0.0246***
(0.000218) (0.000213) (0.000158) (0.000197) (0.000201) (0.000255)

Controls yes yes yes yes yes
Indiv. FE yes yes yes yes
Using estab. FE yes yes yes
Occup. FE. yes yes

N 27,367,221 27,367,221 27,367,221 27,118,802 27,118,802 10,036,964
R2 0.107 0.160 0.828 0.861 0.862 0.685

Standard errors in parentheses ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001.
Column 1 controls for a dummy for open-ended contracts and year fixed effects only. Column 2 adds controls
for gender, age and average hours worked per day, Column 3 adds individual fixed effects. Column 4 adds user
establishment fixed effects. Column 5 adds occupation fixed effects. Finally, Column 6 uses the same model of
column 5 but restricts the sample to fixed-term contracts.

3.2 Wage gap heterogeneity

To analyze the heterogeneity of the wage gap, we extend the AKM model presented

in the previous sub-section to recover establishment and market-specific wage gaps

controlling for possible confounding factors. We compute wage gaps at three different

levels of aggregation : i) establishment level, ii) establishment × occupation level, iii)

12



commuting zone × occupation × firm productivity group level,14 as follows:

log(w)ioet = β2Xioet + γ
Cioet
e + γt + γi + ϵioet (2)

log(w)ioet = β2Xioet + γ
Cioet
eo + γt + γi + ϵioet (3)

log(w)iozpt = β2Xiozpt + γ
Ciozpt
zop + γt + γi + ϵiozpt (4)

The superscript Cioet ∈ H, T indicates whether worker i is employed with a TWA

contract T or an in-house contract H. γ
Cioet
e are contract-specific establishment effects,

γ
Cioet
eo are contract-specific establishment-occupation effects, and γ

Ciozpt
zop are contract-

specific commuting zone-occupation-productivity group effects. The sample is each

time restricted to the largest connected set according to the level of analysis.

We then recover the full distribution of cell-specific wage gaps by subtracting the

TWA-specific fixed effects from the in-house specific fixed effects : γH
x − γT

x for x ∈
e, eo, zop. In practice, the wage gaps obtained here are equivalent to extending equa-

tion (1) by interacting the TWA contract dummy with the entire battery of establish-

ment, establishment-occupation or commuting zone-occupation-productivity group

fixed effects.

Table III summarizes the wage gap distribution obtained with each one of the three

models presented, both using all in-house contracts and restricting to fixed-term ones.

Figure II shows the distributions in a graph for the full sample, and Appendix fig-

ure A.3.2 show the distributions obtained when we restrict the sample to fixed-term

contracts. Regardless of the level of analysis chosen, we confirm the presence of sub-

stantial heterogeneity, with more than 25% of the cells presenting higher wages for

temp workers than for in-house workers.

14We define productivity based on total factor productivity - TFP - computed under the assumption of
a Cobb-Douglas production function and combining all the firms belonging to the same group. We
then split all firms into two equally sized groups along median productivity, and we superpose this
dimension to the occupation × commuting zone cells.
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TABLE III. Summary statistic on firms’ and markets’ wage gaps

mean p25 p50 p75 sd N

Panel a) Wage gaps using all in-house contracts

Wage gaps by estab 0,038 -0,044 0,033 0,115 0,146 165437
Wage gaps by estab - occup 0,042 -0,059 0,031 0,131 0,175 152732
Wage gaps by CZ - occup - prod. group 0,022 -0,033 0,018 0,074 0,115 27190
Wage gaps by 20 estab. classes 0,019 -0,0004 0,016 0,039 0,024 20

Panel b) Wage gaps using only fixed term contracts

Wage gaps by estab 0,029 -0,056 0,019 0,103 0,151 85512
Wage gaps by estab - occup 0,027 -0,063 0,018 0,107 0,161 54886
Wage gaps by CZ - occup - prod. group 0,007 -0,055 0,003 0,063 0,131 22563

Note: This table reports the summary statistics of the cell-specific wage gaps obtained by subtracting
the TWA-specific premium within a given establishment, establishment-occupation, and CZ-occupation-
productivity group from the in-house specific premium of the same entity, as reported in equations (2), (3)
and (4). The last line shows the distribution of wage gaps computed within 20 firm classes in the spirit of
Bonhomme et al. (2019). When we restrict in-house contracts to only fixed-term ones the sample of cells for
which we can compute the wage gaps shrinks considerably, but the distributions remain qualitatively similar.

Finally, we conduct a robustness test to show that cells with negative wage gaps are

not driven by measurement error and small sample bias. We classify firms into 20

clusters defined by their average level of wages among in-house workers, in the spirit

of Bonhomme et al. (2019). We then adopt the same methodology described above, but

where instead of introducing firm x contract fixed effects, we introduce firm cluster

x contract fixed effects (40 in total, 20 for each contract type). Complete results are

reported in Appendix A.3 and the obtained distribution is summarized in Table III.

We show that we still recover about 25% of cells with wages in favor of temp workers.

The latter are concentrated in the bottom clusters, which are those combining firms

with low average pay levels.

3.3 Factors correlated with the wage gap heterogeneity

We find that the average level of rent pass-through from in-house workers to temp

workers is less than one, similarly to Drenik et al. (2020) – see Appendix A.3. This

can be consistent with the common interpretations of the wage gap as evidence of

differential rent sharing between in-house and temp workers within using firms or of

fairness concerns of companies towards in-house workers. However, these interpre-

tations are unable to explain the considerable proportion of cells with negative wage

gaps, since they can only rationalize why temp workers are paid less than in-house

14



FIGURE II. Distribution of wage gaps

Notes: Distribution of the wage gaps between in-house and temporary workers recovered using equations (2), (3) and (4) on the entire
sample.

workers. Additionally, these explanations only consider the characteristics of the us-

ing firms, abstracting away any role played by the temporary work agencies. In what

follows, we document the relationships between the wage gap and the characteris-

tics of user firms and TWAs to provide further evidence that negative wage gaps do

not stem from measurement error but from labor market characteristics that can be

explained by a model.

Figure III correlates the wage gaps obtained from the AKM regression with 20iles of

establishment size. The picture shows that wage gaps are strongly positively corre-

lated with larger firms. Similarly, we find 55% of negative wage gaps within firms at

the bottom of the size distribution, and only 30% for firms at the top of the distribu-

tion. Appendix Figure A.3.5 shows similar patterns if we correlate the wage gaps to

20iles of firm revenues per worker. Finally, Figure A.3.6 confirms that the Bonhomme

et al. (2019) clusters with wage gaps in favor of TWA workers are concentrated in the

lower paying classes. All in all, these results confirm that the presence of a significant

portion of firms where TWA workers are paid more than in-house is not driven by

measurement error or small sample bias, but rather by some fundamental character-
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istics of using firms.

FIGURE III. Correlation between wage gaps and firm size

(a) Wage gaps and firm size (b) Sh. negative wage gaps and firm size

Note: This figure shows how the wage gap between in-house and TWA workers obtained from AKM regressions correlates with firm
size. The latter is split into vintiles for simplicity.

To evaluate whether the identity of the TWA also matters for explaining the wage of

temp workers, we estimate the following model, restricting the sample to the largest

connected set among temp workers :

log(w)T
ioeat = β2Xioeat + γe + γa + γi + γo + γt + ϵioeat (5)

Where γi are the individual fixed effects, γe are the using establishment fixed effects,

and γa are the TWA fixed effects. We also control for time and occupation fixed effects,

as well as for the same individual and contract characteristics added in the previous

models. Table IV reports the portion of the total variance in TWA wages explained

by each dimension of fixed effects, and compares it with a "classic" in-house workers

wage decomposition into establishment and individual components.

A recent literature underlines how the variance decomposition of wages using AKM

models is subject to limited mobility bias, which has the tendency to over-estimate

the variances of each component and under-estimate the covariances between them

due to measurement error (Bonhomme et al., 2019; Kline et al., 2020). We thus adopt

one of the split-sampling corrections put forward by Babet et al. (2022) , which they

name "firm-splitting". The latter consists in randomly splitting individuals into two

samples, keeping the entire career of each individual within the same sample, and

stratifying the randomization by firms. The procedure of randomly splitting individ-

uals instead of observations allows to increase the connectivity within each set, at the
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expense of not being able to correct the variance of the worker component, since each

worker fixed effect is only estimated in one sample. Nonetheless, the firm-level strat-

ification maximizes the odds of estimating the same firm fixed effect in both samples,

using an entirely different set of workers. The covariance between the fixed effects of

the same firm estimated from the two samples thus gives the true variance of the firm

component, since the measurement errors in the two samples are uncorrelated. In

our decomposition of TWA workers wages, we first stratify the random sampling of

individuals by using firms, to obtain the true variance of the using firm component,

and then we repeat the procedure stratifying by TWA, to obtain the true variance of

the TWA component. We thus estimate in total 4 regressions on about 50% of the

sample each.15

TABLE IV. Wage variance decomposition

Uncorrected Corrected

variance share of tot
variance variance share of tot

variance

Temp workers
log wage 0.036
worker FE 0.016 44%
Firm FE 0.006 17% 0.005 14%
TWA FE 0.002 6% 0.002 6%
remaining variance 0.012 32%

In-house workers
log wage 0.187
worker FE 0.113 60%
Firm FE 0.022 12% 0.012 6%
remaining variance 0.052 28%

In-house fixed term workers
log wage 0.071
worker FE 0.043 61%
Firm FE 0.023 33% 0.009 13%
remaining variance 0.005 7%

Note: This table reports the decomposition of the wage variance for TWA workers according to the portion explained by
individual, establishment and TWA effects, following equation (5). It compares the results with the ones obtained from
estimating a similar model on in-house workers and in-house fixed-term workers, dropping the TWA effects. The first two
columns present the raw (uncorrected) variances, while the last two columns present the variances corrected for limited
mobility bias using a single sample split following Babet et al. (2022).

Table IV presents the results and compares them with the variance decomposition

of in-house wages. The variance of TWA workers’ wages is much lower than for

in-house workers, and a much lower share is explained by individual characteristics

15For each of the sub-samples we estimate the model on the largest set of connected components.
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TABLE V. TWA wage premia and TWA filling rate

(1) (2) (3) (4)
TWA FE, job filling rate regression

OLS OLS OLS OLS

TWA FE, wage regression 0.235** 0.248** 0.220* 0.239**
(0.104) (0.115) (0.114) (0.115)

Log empl TWA 0.0111** 0.0106*
(0.00555) (0.00544)

Log CA/L TWA 0.0130**
(0.00527)

Constant -0.125*** -0.125*** -0.231*** -0.320***
(0.00546) (0.000455) (0.0530) (0.0619)

Observations 7,046 7,037 7,035 6,750
R-squared 0.001 0.062 0.063 0.065

CZ Fixed effects ✓ ✓ ✓

Note: This table reports the correlation between the TWA fixed effects obtained from a
job filling rate equation controlling for TWA and using firm fixed effects and the TWA
effects obtained from the TWA worker wage equation with TWA, using firm and indi-
vidual FE.

(44% vs 60%). A larger share is thus explained by using firm characteristics (14% vs

6% when taking the corrected variance). In-house fixed-term workers lay somewhat

in between TWA workers and in-house open-ended workers. More importantly, a

non-negligible share of temp worker wages is explained by the TWA fixed effects:

6% of the total, amounting to almost half of the role of using establishments. This

suggests that TWAs are important actors in determining the wage of their employ-

ees. While the importance of the using firm component shrinks once we control for

limited mobility bias, the importance of the TWA component remains unchanged. Fi-

nally, Table V correlates the estimated TWA rent (γ̂a) with an estimation of the TWA

vacancy filling rate recovered by regressing the job filling rate on TWA fixed effects

and client establishment fixed effects.16 The table shows a clear positive correlation

between the fixed effect of the TWA on the wages of its temp workers and the rate

at which it fills job vacancies. The table also shows that this correlation remains true

16This analysis is computed using data from the French employment office Pôle Emploi reporting in-
formation on all vacancies posted on their platform, including the identifier of the employing estab-
lishment and, in the case of TWA jobs, the identifier of the client establishment. The job filling rate
is computed as the log of 1 over the vacancy length. Here there is no scope for worker fixed effects
because the match is yet to be realized.
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even after controlling for commuting zone fixed effects, log employment of the TWA

establishment, and log capital per worker of the TWA firm.

Guided by this empirical evidence, in the next section we put forward a model ra-

tionalizing why identical in-house workers and temp workers can be paid differently

within the same firm and occupation, and why the pay gap can vary considerably

across firms and markets, to the point of reversing sign in some instances.

4 A model

We begin by introducing the general structure of the model, summarized in Figure IV,

before detailing the behaviors of workers, firms, and TWAs. We then present the labor

market equilibrium and its comparison with a socially efficient allocation chosen by a

planner who maximizes the production minus the cost of capital and job vacancies.

4.1 Framework

The framework is a directed job search model in continuous time, where N risk-

neutral workers, each with an infinite lifespan, participate. Time is modeled as con-

tinuous. The economy features a numéraire good produced from capital and labor. A

normalized exogenous number of identical firms, set to one, can create jobs, employ

in-house workers, and procure labor services of temp workers through Temporary

Work Agencies (TWAs). Similarly, an exogenous number of identical TWAs, also

normalized to one, offer the services of temp workers to firms in a perfectly compet-

itive market. Within this job market, firms and TWAs seek workers by advertising

job vacancies. Workers are free to apply for positions with either firms or TWAs.

Firms utilize a constant return to scale technology to produce y > 0 units of the final

good per unit of time for each filled job. Filled jobs are subject to destruction at an

exogenous Poisson rate q.

Job creation incurs an investment of k ≥ 0 units of the numéraire good implying a

flow cost of capital equal to rk, where r stands for the interest rate. The capital k is

required regardless of whether the job remains vacant or becomes filled. To recruit an

in-house worker to fill a vacancy, a firm posts a vacancy with an associated marginal

cost C′(Vh), where Vh denotes the number of vacancies for in-house positions, and

C(Vh) represents the cost function. This function is characterized by the conditions:
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FIGURE IV. Structure of the model

Firms

Unemployed
Workers

Temporary
Work Agency

Hiring of in-house workers pay wh

Hiring of TWA workers

pay wa

Rental of TWA workers
charge p

C(0) = 0, C′ > 0, C′′ > 0, and limV→0 C′(V) = 0.17

Firms have the option to rent the services of temp workers employed by TWAs. The

market for renting these services is perfectly competitive. The cost for a firm to post

its vacancy through a TWA is effectively zero,18 and the firm incurs a cost of p payable

to the TWA only when a temp worker fills the job. To prevent user firms from seeking

in-house workers for vacancies initially posted at the TWAs, contracts may specify

that user firms owe compensation to the TWAs for any cancellation of their demand.

This compensation which is not paid under equilibrium conditions does not influence

the equilibrium price paid to the TWAs.

The increasing marginal cost of posting vacancies for firms seeking to recruit internal

workers on their own can stem from the fact that they must mobilize internal human

resources that are not necessarily specialized in this type of activity. The specialization

of TWAs allows them to increase their activity without being confronted with these

difficulties. Therefore, we assume that the TWAs post vacant jobs at constant marginal

cost, equal to κ per vacancy to the TWAs.

Wages for each vacancy, which are set by employers, are fixed and non-negotiable,

creating distinct submarkets for each wage level and type of job. Unemployed work-

ers are free to search across all submarkets for job opportunities. The matching pro-

cess within each submarket is governed by a matching function exhibiting constant

17The convexity hypothesis of the job vacancy cost function is empirically relevant to explain the hiring
behavior of firms. See, among others Coşar et al. (2016); Gavazza et al. (2018); Manning (2006); Merz
and Yashiv (2007).

18This assumption is made for the sake of simplicity. Assuming the presence of a positive fixed cost
does not alter our key findings.
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returns to scale. This function dictates that vacancies posted by firms for in-house

employment are filled at an endogenous Poisson rate m(θ) > 0, where m′(θ) < 0 and

m′′(θ) < 0, and θ ≥ 0 represents labor market tightness — the ratio of job vacancies

to unemployed workers within a submarket. Unemployed workers find jobs at rate

θm(θ).

Vacancies posted by TWAs are filled at an endogenous rate of αm(θ) > 0. Here,

α > 0 acts as a scalar adjusting for the differential in search efficiency between firms

and TWAs. Notably, α may be less than one, reflecting situations where TWAs are

less efficient than firms. Additionally, a divergence in human resource management

costs exists between the two entities: TWAs bear a fixed cost per filled job denoted by

ca ≥ 0, whereas firms managing in-house workers incur a cost of ch ≥ 0.

Now, we will define the objectives and behaviors of workers, firms and TWAs in a

frictional labor market with in-house and temp workers.

4.2 Value functions and offered wages

4.2.1 Workers

Let Wu denote the expected value from unemployment at the start of the period. In

different labor submarkets, there are varying potential values of wage w and market

tightness θ. Workers find jobs at rate θm(θ) in a submarket with tightness θ, and

those who do not find a job receive unemployment income b. The arbitrage condition

is given by:

rWu = b + θm(θ) (W(w)− Wu) , ∀(w, θ) (6)

where W(w), the expected value for employed workers at wage w, satisfies:

rW(w) = w + q (Wu − W(w)) (7)

This condition outlines a negative relationship between wage and labor market tight-

ness across submarkets, as higher wages attract more unemployed workers to those

submarkets.

4.2.2 Firms

There is an exogenous number of identical firms normalized to one. Each firm can

produce with Lh ≥ 0 in-house workers and La ≥ 0 temp workers. The number of
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workers employed by each firm is

L = Lh + La

Firms choose the number of in-house and temp job vacancies. They also choose the

wage associated with their in-house job offers. Let us denote by dt → 0 a small

interval of time and by x+ − x the variation of variable x over the time interval dt.

The value function of a firm satisfies:

(1 + r dt)Π (L) = max
(Vh≥0,Va≥0,w)

{
yL− (wh + ch)Lh − C(Vh)

−rk (L+ Vh + Va)− pLa

}
dt + Π

(
L+
)

subject to the arbitrage condition (6) and the law of motion of in-house and temp jobs:

L+
h = (1 − qdt)Lh + Vhm(θh)dt

L+
a = (1 − qdt)La + αVam(θa)dt

For the sake of clarity, we describe here the equilibrium in which firms post in-house

and temp job vacancies. Firms may hire both temp and in-house workers because

the marginal cost of posting vacancies for in-house workers is increasing, while the

marginal cost of employing temporary workers, equal to the price paid to TWAs,

is considered by the firm as an independent variable from its activity. The other

equilibria and detailled derivations are described in Appendix B.

For an interior solution, the first order conditions of the firms’ maximization problem

imply that they offer the wage:

wh = η (y − rk − ch − rWu) + rWu (8)

At the optimum, firms equalize the marginal cost of job creation to its marginal return.

To create a job, firms invest and then pay the flow cost of capital equal to rk, whether

the job is vacant or filled. The vacancy cost is equal to C′(Vh) if they look for an in-

house worker. The expected marginal return of a vacant job is equal to the job filling

rate m(θh) times the discounted difference between marginal productivity, y, and the

cost of labor and capital wh + ch + rk. Therefore, the equalization of the marginal

cost of job creation for in-house workers to their marginal return yields, using the
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definition (8) of the optimal wage:

C′(Vh) + rk = (1 − η)m(θh)
y − rk − rWu − ch

r + q
(9)

When a firm seeks a temp worker, the marginal cost of a vacant job is represented by

the flow cost of capital, rk. The marginal return is determined by the job filling rate

αm(θa) multiplied by the discounted difference between the marginal productivity y,

and the sum of the flow cost of capital rk and the price p paid to the TWA if the job

is successfully filled. The equilibrium condition, equating the marginal cost to the

marginal return of temp job vacancies, dictates the demand of firms for temp workers

as follows:

rk = αm(θa)
y − rk − p

r + q
(10)

4.2.3 TWAs

TWAs employ temp workers to provide labor services to firms. The TWAs post job

vacancies at a unit cost of κ and offer a wage wa to recruit temp workers for user

firms, which pay a price p if a temp worker is recruited. The probability of filling job

vacancies is αm(θa), and the TWAs incur a human resource management cost ca per

temp worker. Therefore, the value of vacancies posted by the TWAs is given by:

rVa = max
wa

−κ + αm(θa)

(
p − wa − ca

r + q
− Va

)
subject to (6) (11)

The wage offered to temp workers is determined by:

wa = η (p − ca − rWu) + rWu (12)

The market for temp workers operates under a free entry condition, implying that

TWAs will continue to create vacancies until the value of their vacant jobs is zero

(Va = 0). This condition, combined with the wage expression wa, defines the equation

for the supply of vacancies for temp workers:

κ

αm(θa)
= (1 − η)

(
p − ca − rWu

r + q

)
(13)
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4.3 Labor market equilibrium

In equilibrium, the demand for and supply of vacancies for temp workers are equal

and workers seeking employment receive the same expected utility across all submar-

kets.

The equilibrium between the demand for temp worker vacancies by user firms and

their supply by TWAs allows for the substitution of the price p paid by firms for

the services of temp workers – defined by the demand equation (10) – into the wage

equation (12). Consequently, the wage offered to temp workers is determined as

follows:

wa = η

(
y − rk − ca − rWu − rk

r + q
αm(θa)

)
+ rWu (14)

This equation demonstrates that the wages of temp workers depend not only on the

characteristics of client firms but also on those of TWAs, as evidenced in the empiri-

cal analysis. Specifically, the wages of temp workers rise with the speed at which the

agencies fill positions, as shown in Table V. This equation enables a comparison be-

tween the wages of in-house and temp workers, leading to the following proposition:

Proposition 1. The wage differential between in-house and temp workers is influenced by rk,

the maintenance cost of vacant jobs, αm(θa), the job filling rate of the TWAs, and ca − ch, the

disparity in human resources management costs between TWAs for temp workers and firms

for in-house workers.

Proof. From equations (8) and (14) the wage gap between in-house and temp workers

is equal to:

wh − wa = η

(
rk

r + q
αm(θa)

+ ca − ch

)
(15)

Now, we can define the conditions which recursively determine the equilibrium val-
ues of: i) the tightness on the submarket for temp jobs from the equality between the
supply and demand for temp jobs; ii) the equilibrium value of the tightness for the
submarket for in-house jobs from the arbitrage condition of unemployment workers;
iii) the number of vacancies for in-house jobs from the equality of the supply and
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demand for those vacancies (see Appendix B for details):



κ + rk︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cost of temp job vacancies

= αm(θa) (1 − η)
y − rk − ca − b

r + q + ηθam(θa)
+ η

r + q + θam(θa)

r + q + ηθam(θa)
rk︸ ︷︷ ︸

Expected profits of temp job vacancies

ηθhm(θh) (y − rk − ch − b)
r + q + ηθhm(θh)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Expected gains of seeking in-house jobs

=
ηθam(θa)

r + q + ηθam(θa)

(
y − rk − ca − b − r + q

αm(θa)
rk
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Expected gains of seeking temp jobs

C′(Vh) + rk︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cost of in-house job vacancies

=
m(θh) (1 − η)

r + q + ηθhm(θh)
(y − rk − ch − b)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Expected profits of in-house job vacancies

(16)

The top equation, derived from equations (10) and (13), specifies the labor market

tightness θa for temp workers compatible with the demand and supply of temp job

vacancies. The left-hand side represents the combined costs to firms and TWAs for

maintaining a vacancy for temp workers. The right-hand side corresponds to the joint

expected profits for TWAs and firms, calculated as the vacancy filling rate multiplied

by the share (1 − η) of the job surplus accruing to TWAs and firms, multiplied by the

value of the joint surplus. Additionally, the last term of the right-hand side shows

that the cost of maintaining vacant temp jobs for user firms enhances the joint ex-

pected profits from temp job vacancies at the expense of the remuneration of temp

workers. This effect arises because this cost reduces the price p paid by user firms to

TWAs, as outlined in equation (10), which subsequently impacts the wage of tempo-

rary workers, as detailed in equation (14). The top equation defines a unique value

for θa, assuming it exists.

The relationship between labor market tightness in submarkets for in-house and temp

workers, displayed in the middle equation, is determined through the arbitrage con-

dition (6), in conjunction with wage determinations in equations (8) and (14). The

expected gains from seeking in-house jobs (on the left-hand side of the equation) or

temp jobs (on the right-hand side) are equal. This equation yields a unique value for

θh, given a specific θa.

Lastly, the number of vacancies for in-house workers, Vh, is defined through equation

(9).

Once the equilibrium values of labor market tightness, θa and θh, and the number

of vacancies for in-house workers, Vh, are established, we can derive the number

of vacancies for temporary workers (Va), the number of in-house workers (Lh), the
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number of temporary workers (La), and the number of unemployed workers seeking

in-house (Uh) and temp jobs (Ua). These are determined by the labor market tightness

definitions, the flow equilibrium conditions:

Uhθh = Vh

Uaθa = αVa

qLh = θhm(θh)Uh

qLa = αθam(θa)Ua

and the resource constraint:

N = Ua + Uh + Lh + La.

4.4 Efficiency

4.4.1 Constrained efficient allocation

The constrained efficient allocation can be obtained as the result of the choice of a

planner who selects the number of vacancies for temp and in-house jobs, as well as

the number of job seekers for each, aiming to maximize the discounted value of the

output minus the costs of capital and vacant jobs. This optimization process yields

the following system of equations, which determine the market tightness values for

temp and in-house jobs, and the number of in-house job (see Appendix B.3):



κ + rk︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cost of temp job vacancies

= αm(θ∗a ) (1 − η)
y − rk − ca − b

r + q + ηθ∗a m(θ∗a )︸ ︷︷ ︸
Expected gains of temp job vacancies

θ∗h m(θ∗h) (y − rk − ch − b)
r + q + ηθ∗h m(θ∗h)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Expected gains of seeking in-house jobs

=
θ∗a m(θ∗a ) (y − rk − ca − b)

r + q + ηθ∗a m(θ∗a )︸ ︷︷ ︸
Expected gains of seeking temp jobs

C′(V∗
h ) + rk︸ ︷︷ ︸

Cost of in-house job vacancies

=
m(θ∗h) (1 − η)

r + q + ηθ∗h m(θ∗h)
(y − rk − ch − b)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Expected gains of in-house job vacancies

(17)

The top equation of each of the two systems, (16) and (17), represents the equality be-
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tween the marginal cost of temp job vacancies, on the left-hand side, and the marginal

expected gain, on the right-hand side. For the social planner, the marginal cost in-

cludes the cost of maintenance of job vacancies, rk, plus the cost of vacancies for the

TWAs, equal to κ. This cost is equivalent to the joint costs for user firms and TWAs

in the decentralized equilibrium. However, the expected gains of temp job vacancies

differ from the perspective of the social planner because the wage of temp workers

is reduced by the maintenance cost of vacancies accruing to user firms in the decen-

tralized equilibrium. This mechanism, which enhances the incentives of user firms to

rely on temp jobs in the decentralized equilibrium, is socially inefficient, as evidenced

by the comparison of the top equations of systems (16) and (17).

The middle equation of the system (17) signifies the equality between the marginal

return of seeking temp and in-house jobs. A comparison with the decentralized equi-

librium reveals that the returns from seeking temp jobs are too low, relative to its

socially efficient level, because the wage of temp workers is diminished by the main-

tenance cost of temp job vacancies for user firms.

The bottom equation, determining the optimal number of in-house job vacancies,

retains the same expression in both the constrained efficient solution and in the de-

centralized equilibrium.

4.4.2 Comparison of the decentralized equilibrium with the constrained efficient

allocation

The comparison of the systems of equations (16) and (17), shows that, when k = 0,

the constrained efficient and the decentralized equilibrium values of (θh, θa,Vh) are

determined by the same conditions, which implies that the decentralized equilibrium

is constrained efficient. The sole source of inefficiency arises from the distortion due

to the maintenance cost of temp job vacancies for user firms, which diminishes the

wage of temp workers relative to that of in-house workers.

Proposition 2. The decentralized equilibrium is constrained efficient if and only if the cost of

maintenance of vacant temp jobs for user firms, rk, is equal to zero.

The inefficiency of the decentralized equilibrium can be explained as follows: firms

hire temp workers, whose wage is negatively impacted by the maintenance cost of

temp vacant jobs for user firms, because they bear a fraction η of the job maintenance

cost – see the right-hand side of the top equations of systems (16) and (17) – with
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the TWAs. This scenario arises because rk diminishes the demand for temp work-

ers, which in turn lowers the price paid to the TWAs for using the services of temp

workers – see equation (10) – and consequently, the wages of temp workers – see

equation (14). The expression of the wage gap wh − wa – see equation (15) – implies

the following result.

Proposition 3. The wage gap between in-house and temp workers stems from the inefficiency

induced by the maintenance cost of temp job vacancies for user firms and from the difference

in the cost of human resources management between the TWAs for temp workers and firms for

in-house workers, which does not induce inefficiency of the decentralized equilibrium.

The inefficiency of the decentralized equilibrium has also consequences on the num-

ber of jobs which can be summarized as follows

Proposition 4. For all parameter set values, the number and the share of in-house jobs in the

decentralized equilibrium are either equal to or higher than those in the constrained efficient

solution.

Proof. See appendix B.4

The insufficient share of temp jobs and the excess of in-house jobs in the decentralized

equilibrium are the consequence of the low wages of temp workers. On the one

hand, the low wages of temp jobs induce firms to rely too much on temp jobs. On

the other hand, these wages prompt temp workers to direct their search toward in-

house jobs, complicating the recruitment of temp workers. This second effect always

dominates when both temp and in-house jobs are available, to the extent that it is easy

to redirect search efforts between temp and in-house jobs, a feature well accounted

for by the directed search model. It is worth noting that the scarcity of temp jobs

in decentralized equilibrium implies that there are parameter set values where firms

employ only in-house workers, even though it would be more efficient to use both

temp and in-house workers.

Proposition 4 reveals that the number and share of in-house jobs remain always too

high in decentralized equilibrium compared with the constrained efficient allocation

across all parameter set. However, a comparison between the constrained efficient

solution and the decentralized equilibrium shows differences in the number of temp

jobs and the total number of jobs, which depend on specific parameter values. Specif-

ically, the decentralized equilibrium either has too many or too few temp jobs when it

includes both job types. Consequently, when the decentralized equilibrium includes
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both temp and in-house jobs, the total number of jobs can be either excessively high

or insufficiently low. In contrast, scenarios where the decentralized equilibrium in-

cludes only temp jobs consistently show an oversupply of these positions. This excess

occurs because workers lack alternative in-house job options, forcing them to accept

temp jobs at very low wages – see B.4. Model calibration will be used to assess the

empirical relevance of these findings.

4.4.3 Implementation of the constrained efficient allocation

The inefficient wage gap between in-house and temp workers induces firms to post

too many temp job vacancies and job seekers to search too little for temp jobs. There-

fore, it is possible to implement the constrained efficient allocation with wage subsi-

dies for temp workers and taxes on the vacancies posted by the TWAs. Let σa denotes

the wage subsidy, such that temp workers get the income wa + σa when the TWAs

pay the wage wa, and τa the tax on each vacancy posted by the TWAs.

Proposition 5. The constrained efficient allocation is implemented with wage subsidies

σa =
r + q

αm(θ∗a )
rk

for temp workers financed by a tax τa = rk on the vacancies posted by TWAs.

Proof. See appendix B.6

When the constrained efficient allocation is implemented, the labor income gap be-

tween in-house and temp workers is equal to

wh − (wa + σa) = η(ca − ch)

Thus, we can claim:

Proposition 6. When the constrained efficient allocation is implemented with subsidies and

taxes in the decentralized equilibrium, the wage gap between in-house workers and external

workers only depends on the gap between the costs of human resources management of TWAs

for temp workers and firms for in-house workers.
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5 Quantitative analysis

This section begins by describing the decomposition of the wage gap by distinguish-

ing between efficient and inefficient components. It then presents the calibration of the

model. This calibration is used to evaluate the welfare gap between the constrained

efficient allocation and the decentralized equilibrium. It is also used to quantify the

impact of TWAs activity on welfare and employment.

5.1 Wage gap

Figure A.1.4 reports the distribution of the average daily wage by markets, respec-

tively for TWA and in-house workers. In the model, the wage gap can be defined

both in the decentralized equilibrium and after the implementation of the social opti-

mum (efficient wage gap) as presented in equation (18):

wh − wa︸ ︷︷ ︸
Wage gap in decentralized equilibrium

= η(ca − ch)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Efficient wage gap

+ η(r + q)
rk

αm(θa)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Inefficiency

. (18)

Before moving to a full calibration of the model market by market, we can simply

use direct observations on the separation rate q, the job filling rate of TWA workers

αm(θa) and the stock of capital k and set the values of η and r to evaluate the size

of the inefficiency (see next Section for details on the data). Figure V reports the

distribution of both the theoretical wage gap wh − wa and the efficient wage gap

defined as the difference between the decentralized wage gap and the inefficiency

presented in equation (18).

The distribution of efficient wage gaps is translated to the left compared to the distri-

bution of the theoretical wage gaps and the magnitude of the inefficiency is around

10 euros per day for the average market. Figure VI shows that the share of TWA

markdown in the wages of temp workers varies from about 1% to 16% across labor

markets, with an average equal to 6.4%.

5.2 Calibration of the model

We now turn to a full calibration of the model. To do so, we gather information on

each labor market. As explained in Section 2, we define a labor market as a com-

bination of a commuting zone (306 different “zones d’emploi”) and a worker skill
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FIGURE V. Efficient and actual wage gaps

Notes: Wage gaps are taken as the difference between the average wage of in-house temporary workers and TWA workers for
each market and are given in euros per day. Decentralized wage gap corresponds to the “theoretical wage gap” presented in
equation (18). Number of observations: 649 labor markets.

FIGURE VI. Share of TWA markdown in temp workers wages

Notes: The share of TWA markdown in temp workers wages if equal to the inefficient term in the right-hand side of equation
(18) divided by the wage of temp workers. Number of observations: 649 labor markets.
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category. We use the 4th character of the FAP (“FAmilles Professionnelles”) classifica-

tion which split workers into 5 categories once we exclude the executives and most

skilled occupations. In what follows, labor markets are indexed by i. We restrict

attention to labor markets where we observed at least one worker in both segments

(in-house and TWA).

Data In addition to the administrative data on payroll and on the firm balance sheets

that we presented in Sections 2 and 3, we use data from the French public employment

agency (“Pole Emploi”) and from the fichier ForCE (“Formation, Chomage, Emploi”) for

the year 2019. These datasets allow us to measure the corresponding job filling rates

χh,i and χa,i and total unemployment Ui.

Cleaning and variable construction We use historic public employment services

records available in the ForCE dataset to construct the employment and unemploy-

ment histories for the universe of French job seekers. Within each job seeker’s unem-

ployment history we concatenate spells whose ending and starting date are separated

by less than 30 days. After a basic cleaning step where we ensure that all observa-

tions have non-missing information on crucial variables (most notably, age, gender,

location and search occupation), we drop all job seekers who declare not to be im-

mediately available for a job in the public employment services’ files. All retained

job seekers are thus either looking for a full-time permanent position, a permanent

part-time position or a regular fixed term duration/temporary work agency job. To

construct a measure of local unemployment and job finding rates, we first measure

the monthly stock of job seekers observed within each labor market. We average this

monthly measure of the stock of registered job seekers over 2019. In a second step we

use related exhaustive contract level DSN data (“Déclarations Sociales Nominatives”)

from the same ForCE datatset to construct the average monthly flow of new contracts

in these same commuting zone × occupation cells. While doing so we restrict to

in-house fixed-term contracts (CDD) and TWA type contracts (Interim). Combining

the average monthly stocks of registered job seekers and the average monthly flows of

new contracts pertaining to the same underlying population of job seekers we are able

to construct monthly local labor market level job finding rates by contract type from

the flow equilibrium between entries and exits for each contracts type. We add to

this information exhaustive information on vacancies posted by firms on public em-

ployment services’ website. Each vacancy contains information on the location, user

firm identifier, contract type, posting firm identifier in the case of temporary work ar-
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rangement, occupation, as well as the creation and destruction rate. We use vacancy

duration at the occupation, commuting zone and contract type level to construct mea-

sures of local job filling rates. Finally we use exhaustive data on employment (DADS

Postes) to measure average monthly employment by labor market as well as the share

of TWA jobs.

Common parameters. We set two parameters which are common across labor mar-

kets. First the elasticity η of the matching function is set to 0.5 which is a standard

value used in the literature (Petrongolo and Pissarides, 2001). Second, the real interest

rate r is set to 0.01337% to match a daily value corresponding to a yearly interest rate

of 5%.

Market specific inputs In addition to the finding rates for both type of workers and

the total number of unemployed workers (χh,i, χa,i and ui) we use market specific

values for chi, yi, ki, qi, Lh,i and La,i. Details are given in Table VI.

TABLE VI. Market specific inputs

Variable Description Source Average

ch HR wagebill per worker (in euro per day) DADS 14.1
y Value added of a worker (in euro per day) FARE and DADS 355
k Stock of capital per worker (in euro) DARE and DADS 22/r
Lh Total employment (full time equivalent) of in house workers DADS 284
La Total employment (full time equivalent) of in TWA workers DADS 199
q Inverse of the average duration of a contract in days DADS 0.0197 (51 days)

y and k cannot be directly measured at the labor market level. We estimate their

values at the firm level, respectively, by considering the total value added and the

stock of net capital, both divided by the total working time in hours. We then assign

these values to each worker in the firm and average for all workers in a given labor

market, and convert them into euros per day. q is estimated by taking the inverse

of the average contract duration in days, and Lh and La are measured in full-time

equivalent workers.

ch measures the management cost of an in-house contract, which we proxy by the

total wage bill of HR by firm divided by the number of hours worked by in-house

workers. We then use the same strategy as the one used for y and k to allocate this

value by labor market.

We finally set b, the unemployment benefit to be equal to half of the value of y − rk

in the corresponding market. Assuming a labor share of about 0.7, this implies an
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unemployment benefit equal to roughly 70% of the wage.

Calibration of other parameters We make two functional form assumptions. First,

we assume a matching function that can be written for each market i as

m(θ) = m0iθ
−η
i

where m0 is a parameter that can vary by market. Second, we assume that the vacancy

cost function for in house workers can be written as:

C(V) = ν0iVν
i ,

and we thus have C(Vi)
′ = ν0iνVν−1

i . Similarly to the matching function, we assume

that the exponent parameter ν is similar across markets while the scale parameter ν0

is market specific.

Objective function From our data, we observe:

Θi = (yi, ki, bi,Lh,i,La,i, qh,i, qa,i, χh,i, χa,i,Ui, ch,i)

We also have imperfect measures of the job finding rates from looking at the average

duration in unemployment by market respectively for individuals seeking a job as

in-house workers or through a TWA. We denote these rates as φh,i, φa,i and we allow

them to be measured with some error so that the observed value are denoted φ̃h,i and

φ̃a,i. This is because we do not observe in which segment an unemployed worker is

really searching for a job. Finally, we measure the average wage gap (dwi) from a

regression at the individual level where the dependent variable is the wage in level

and where we include an interaction between a dummy for working in-house and a

labor market fixed effect, similarly to the approach presented in equation (4).

We also set parameters r and η and we want to estimate a vector of model specific

parameters:

Γi = (Vh,i,Va,i,Uh,i,Ua,i, m0i, κi, ca,i, αi, θh,i, θa,i, pi)

as well as ν0i and ν.

Our strategy is detailed in Appendix C. The general strategy is to solve exactly for

the equations defining the decentralized equilibrium while minimizing the distance
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between the measured wage gap dwi and the model induced wage gap as defined in

equation (15) as well as φ̃h,i, φ̃a,i.

Results We manage to successfully calibrate the model for 649 markets which rep-

resents 639,710 individuals. The average values of each component of Γ is given in

Table VII. The values of ν and ν0 are respectively 1.21 and 26.6. The average value of

α is 1.52 which means that TWA are more than 50% more efficient in finding workers,

this value is lower than 1 for 13% of the markets.

TABLE VII. Results in decentralized equilibrium

Vh,i Va,i Uh,i Ua,i m0i κi ca,i αi θh,i θa,i pi

Mean 229 138 297 206 0.021 95.1 9.43 1.52 0.752 0.954 321
p25 28 5 42 9 0.018 44.9 2.95 1.14 0.584 0.655 230
p50 94 25 123 42 0.021 68.8 6.45 1.38 0.723 0.835 305
p75 242 118 300 197 0.023 112.8 12.9 1.70 0.884 1.095 373

Notes: Average value and first, second and third quartiles of the component of Γ. Averages are unweighted across
all 649 markets. Vh,i , Va,i , Uh,i and Ua,i are given in number of individuals, κi , ca,i and pi are in euros (per day for ca,i
and pi).

The number of vacancies is large (the size of the average market is 3000 workers),

this is consistent with a low duration of contracts for these workers as discussed

previously. Consequently, the number of unemployed workers in both the in-house

and TWA segment is relatively high. This does not necessarily translate into a large

unemployment rate because the time spent in unemployment is usually low. Finally,

the average price of a TWA worker for the firm p is on average 1.2 times the value of

wa.

5.3 Comparison of constrained efficient and decentralized alloca-

tions

We now use the calibrated values of κ, ca, m0, ν, ν0, and α, as well as the observed val-

ues for y, q, k, c, and b from the previous section, to calculate the optimal values of the

number of vacancies Vh and Va, the labor market tightnesses θh and θa, the share of

temp worker γ, and employment L for each market as defined by equations (17). One

important difference with the decentralized equilibrium is that we need to consider

two equilibrium types since we have shown that it is possible that the constrained ef-

ficient allocation has temp workers only when the decentralized equilibrium has both

in-house and temp workers—as detailed in Appendix B.4.4. The process is further
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FIGURE VII. Distribution of variation in welfare (in %) between the constrained effi-
cient allocation and decentralized equilibrium

Notes: This figure is the histogram of the variation in total production minus the cost of vacancies and capital between the
constrained efficient solution and the decentralized equilibrium across labor markets.

elaborated in Appendix C.2. We start by showing the difference in aggregate wel-

fare between the constrained efficient and decentralized allocations across markets

before highlighting the differences in the number of job seekers, vacancies, and jobs

in temp and in-house job markets. Subsequently, we analyze the effects of several

policies: taxes and subsidies employed to enact the constrained efficient allocation,

the elimination of the wage gap, and the prohibition of TWAs.

5.3.1 Welfare

According to Figure VII, welfare – measured as total production minus the costs of

vacancies and capital —- is typically about 0.1% higher in the constrained efficient

allocation than in the decentralized equilibrium. Relatively, this welfare difference is

smaller than the markdown in temporary workers’ wages due to TWA, equal to about

6%, which drives the inefficiency in the decentralized equilibrium. The reason is that

job seekers can direct their search towards in-house jobs at no cost in the directed

search model.

5.3.2 Job seekers and vacancies

In all markets, the constrained efficient allocation results in more unemployed work-

ers seeking temporary jobs and fewer seeking in-house positions compared to the
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FIGURE VIII. Job seekers and vacant jobs in constrained efficient allocation and in
decentralized equilibrium

Notes: Each dot represents a labor market. The size of the dot is proportional to the size of the market (total number of
employed and unemployed workers). The red line corresponds to the 45 degree lines.

decentralized equilibrium – see top panels of Figure VIII. This disparity stems from

the decentralized equilibrium’s inefficiency, which arises due to fewer job seekers

pursuing temporary positions because of lower wages offered by TWAs. Addition-

ally, there are fewer in-house job vacancies under the constrained efficient allocation

– see bottom left panel of Figure VIII. Although more job seekers opt for temporary

positions in the constrained efficient allocation, the availability of these vacancies may

be lower than in the decentralized equilibrium. This discrepancy is due to firms being

incentivized to post too many temp job vacancies in the decentralized equilibrium, in-

fluenced by the relatively low wages paid to temp workers – see bottom right panel

of Figure VIII.
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5.3.3 Number of in-house and temp jobs

The excess of job seekers looking for in-house jobs and of in-house job vacancies in

the decentralized equilibrium induces too many in-house jobs – see Figure IX, top left

panel. The number of temp jobs is lower in the decentralized equilibrium in about

one fourth of the markets – top right panel – but the share of temp jobs in the total

number of jobs is always lower in the decentralized equilibrium – bottom right panel.

Since TWAs have lower human resource management costs and a more efficient

matching technology than user firms, corresponding to a value of α greater than one

in most markets – see Table VII –, could suggest that the larger share of TWA jobs in

the constrained efficient allocation would entail more jobs overall. However, as shown

in the bottom left panel of Figure IX, this is not the case in 99% of the markets. The

markdown in the wages of temp workers prompts firms to create too many temp jobs

relative to the number of job seekers, resulting in excessive labor market tightness

for temp jobs in the decentralized equilibrium. Additionally, an excess of job seekers

for in-house positions leads to the over-creation of those jobs. Therefore, despite the

larger share of temp jobs in the constrained efficient allocation and the lower human

resources management costs and more efficient matching technologies of TWAs, the

inefficiency of the decentralized equilibrium does not necessarily result in a lower

number of jobs than in the constrained efficient allocation. Actually, the total number

of jobs if 4% lower in the constrained efficient allocation.

5.3.4 Wage subsidies and discounted expected incomes

The constrained efficient allocation involves implementing a wage subsidy for temp

workers, averaging about 4.6% of their wage. This subsidy ranges from approximately

0.2% to 15% across different labor markets —- see Figure X, top right panel. In the

constrained efficient allocation, the improved allocation of job seekers and vacancies

leads to an average increase of about 0.2% in the discounted expected income of un-

employed workers, varying from 0.01% to 1.3% across markets —- top left panel. This

very small effect results two opposing effects. On the one hand, there is a significant

hike in the discounted expected income of temp workers, which equals 14.7% on av-

erage and ranges from 1.9% to 49.9%. On the other hand, a slight decrease of 0.5%

on average in the discounted expected income of in-house workers. These changes in

discounted expected income are compensated by changes in the expected duration of

unemployment of job seekers looking for temp jobs, which increases when the sub-
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FIGURE IX. Unemployment and employment in constrained efficient allocation and
in decentralized equilibrium

Notes: Each dot represents a labor market. The size of the dot is proportional to the size of the market (total number of
employed and unemployed workers). The red line corresponds to the 45 degree lines.
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sidy is introduced, and that of those looking for in-house jobs, whose unemployment

duration drops.

5.4 Eliminating the wage gap

Insofar as the decentralized equilibrium is inefficient and this inefficiency is associ-

ated with reduced wages for temp workers, eliminating the wage gap might improve

welfare. This would alter the labor market equilibrium as follows (see Appendix B.7):

If the wage of temp workers is lower than that of in-house workers, temp employment

would become unprofitable for agencies, implying that only in-house jobs would exist.

Conversely, if temp employment pays more, in-house jobs would disappear. Figure

XI illustrates the relationship between the wage gap and the welfare gains associated

with eliminating the wage gap across labor markets. There are gains when the wage

gap is negative and losses otherwise. On average, the effect is negative, resulting in a

welfare loss of about 0.3%. Employment variation, however, is consistently negative,

showing a decrease of 6.2% in total employment.

5.5 Welfare and employment gains from TWAs

So far, we have examined the consequences of introducing subsidies and taxes aimed

at improving the functioning of the labor market in the presence of TWAs and of

eliminating the wage gap. A related question concerns the implications of banning

or limiting temp jobs, as excessive use of temp workers can diminish welfare in the

decentralized equilibrium. To address this issue, we compare the decentralized equi-

librium scenarios with and without TWAs to evaluate the effects of a complete ban of

these intermediaries (Figure XII). Our analysis reveals that TWAs contribute to total

welfare, increasing it by an average of 0.6%. Welfare gains vary from -0.1% to 2.4%

across labor markets. The impact of TWAs on welfare is negative in three markets

where TWAs incur significantly higher human resource management costs compared

to user firms, yet possess highly efficient matching technology, facilitating temporary

job creation despite the associated costs. TWAs raise the discounted expected income

of unemployed workers across all markets, ranging from 0.02% to 3.8%, with an av-

erage increase of 1.4%. TWAs also boost employment by 6.4%, though this figure

ranges from -0.12% to 25.8%. Notably, their impact on employment is negative in

only one market, characterized by low matching efficiency and low human resource

management costs for TWAs.
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FIGURE X. Disparities in wage subsidies and variations in discounted income expec-
tations and wages across markets

Notes: The figure illustrates disparities in wage subsidies and variations in discounted income expectations across markets
between the constrained efficient allocation and the decentralized equilibrium across labor markets. Top right: Histogram
showing the wage subsidy to temp workers divided by their wage. Top left: Percentage variation in the discounted expected
income of unemployed workers between constrained efficient allocation and decentralized equilibrium. Bottom right:
Percentage variation in the discounted expected income of temp workers between constrained efficient allocation and
decentralized equilibrium. Bottom left: Percentage variation in the discounted expected income of in-house workers between
constrained efficient allocation and decentralized equilibrium.
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FIGURE XI. Welfare and employment gains from eliminating the wage gap

Notes: The figure illustrates the relation, across labor markets, between the wage gap in favor of in-house workers (horizontal
axis on both panels) and the welfare (left panel) and employment (right panel) gains associated with eliminating the wage gap.
Each dot represents a labor market. The size of the dot is proportional to the size of the market (total number of employed and
unemployed workers).
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FIGURE XII. Welfare and employment gains from TWAs

Notes: The figure illustrates disparities the welfare gains equal to the discounted total production minus the discounted cost of
vacant jobs (top panel), the discounted expected incomes of unemployed workers (middle panel) and employment gains
(bottom panel) from the TWAs activity in the decentralized equilibrium across labor markets.
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6 Conclusion

This article shows that the wage gap between in-house workers and temp workers

holding identical positions, averaging 3% in favor of in-house workers, is neverthe-

less negative in about a quarter of cases. The analysis of this wage gap shows that it

contains an efficient component, resulting from differences in the management costs

of temp workers and in-house workers, and an inefficient component, stemming from

the cost of maintaining vacant positions by user firms. This cost, which reduces the

price paid by user firms to TWAs for employing temp workers, lowers the wages of

temp workers by an average of 6% according to our estimates. However, the assess-

ment of the impact of this inefficiency on welfare suggests that it leads to a minor loss,

typically around 0.1% across all local markets, due to the possibility for unemployed

individuals to choose between temp and in-house job offers. Furthermore, despite

this inefficiency, the activity of TWAs improves welfare by approximately 1.4% on

average, with a positive impact in almost all local markets. Moreover, eliminating the

wage gap has a slight negative impact on total welfare and a significant negative effect

on employment, which drops by about 6%.

These results are situated within a framework where TWAs enable companies to re-

cruit labor more quickly and to outsource the cost of human resource management.

These are two essential components of the TWA activity. However, they overlook the

fact that TWAs can improve the quality of matches between jobs and workers. Empir-

ical assessment of this dimension of the TWA activity and its consequences requires

the use of an analytical framework that integrates the heterogeneity of workers and

jobs, which will need to be addressed in future work to refine our conclusions and

assess their robustness.
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A Empirical Appendix

A.1 TWA workers across labor markets

Figure A.1.1 shows the distribution of the length of all fixed-term contracts signed in 2019
in the private sector measured with the DMMO component of the FORCE database. The
advantage of this data, relative to the DADS used in the main analysis, is that it reports
all distinct contracts signed between workers and employers, even when they only last one
day and even when they are rolled-over several times. In the latter case, each renewal is
counted as a new contract. One caveat of the FORCE database is that it restricts the sample
to workers that have been registered at least once with the French unemployment services
Pôle Emploi. However, given the short nature of most fixed term contracts, we do not expect
to lose many workers due to this restriction. Another caveat is that it does not report the
number of hours worked, making it impossible to translate the length in terms of full time
equivalents. Figure A.1.1 distinguishes between the length of in-house contracts (CDD) and
TWA contracts. The median (mean) length of in-house fixed-term contracts is 3 days (14 days),
while for TWA contracts it is 4 days (10 days). We can also see that about 25% of in-house
fixed-term contracts and 23% of TWA contracts last only one day. The fact that the contract
length is much shorter in the DMMO than in the DADS suggests that most of these very short
contracts are rolled-over several times within the same TWA. Furthermore, even when looking
at every contract separately, we find that in-house fixed term contracts are of similar length
than TWA contracts, making these two employment arrangements very comparable.

FIGURE A.1.1. Distribution of contract length

Notes: The graph is constructed using the DMMO data, which records all the single contracts signed in a given year,
while the DADS aggregates them. It shows the distribution of the length of all fixed-term contracts signed in 2019,
and disentangles between in-house (CDD) and TWA contracts.

Figure A.1.2 shows the distribution of the share of TWA employment expressed in full time
equivalent across occupations grouped in deciles according to their average wage level mea-
sured across all contract types. While low paying occupations are clearly more concerned by
TWA employment, we do observe non-negligible shares of TWA employment up until the 7th
decile of wage levels, highlighting the widespread nature of this type of contracts.
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FIGURE A.1.2. Share of TWA employment by occupational wage decile

Notes: The graph plots the share of TWA workers, expressed in full time equivalent, across occupations binned in
deciles according to their average wage level (measured across all contract types).

Figure A.1.3a reports the share of TWA workers over total temporary work contracts (both in
house and TWA). We see that there exists some degree of heterogeneity across CZ, however
this variance is much lower than across occupation. Considering the 21,307 pairs with at
least one temporary contracts19 we find that an occupation fixed effect explains 42.5% of the
variance while a CZ fixed effect only explains 6.4%.

Figure A.1.3b shows that the relative wage gap - the difference between the average hourly
wage of a TWA worker and the average hourly wage of an in-house temporary worker - is also
heterogeneous across CZ and is negative for 40% of them. If we consider individual markets,
we find a negative wage gap in a little less than half of the cases. Figure A.1.4 plots the entire
distribution of wages for fixed-term in-house and TWA workers. These distributions reports
the unconditional average wages which do not take into account the fact that TWA and in-
house workers can be different and work in different occupations and firms. We see that
fixed-term in-house workers are more concentrated at the bottom of the distribution, close
to the minimum wage, but also at the top, while TWA wages are more concentrated in the
middle. The median (mean) wage of fixed-term in-house is 12.5 euros (13.9), while for TWA
workers is 12.8 (13.7). In Section 3, we investigate further this wage heterogeneity.

A.2 Data Construction

The most commonly used French administrative employer-employee data is derived from the
payroll tax registry called DADS postes. In this dataset, firms and their establishments have
consistent identifiers across all yearly waves, and can thus be followed over time. On the other
hand, workers have anonymized identifiers that connect them to the different jobs that they
perform in a given yearly wave, but are changed from one wave to the next precluding the
possibility of following workers over a longer period of time. The original work by Abowd

19There are 84 occupations and 297 CZ which in theory amount to 24,948 possible pairs but some
occupations are non-existent in some CZ.
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FIGURE A.1.3. Geographical distribution of TWA contracts and wage gap

(a) Share of TWA workers (b) Relative wage gap (%)

Notes: TWA workers are located using the establishment in which they work (as opposed to the TWA that employ
them). The share is calculated using total number of hours worked over all temporary workers (CDD and TWA). The
wage gap is calculated as the relative difference between the average hourly wage of TWA workers and the average
hourly wage of CDD workers in each CZ. Average 2017-2019.

et al. (1999), as well as most papers using individual panel data from France, rely on the
narrower DADS panel. The latter is provided by the French statistical office INSEE and consists
in a sub-sample of 1/12th of the French workforce, selected based on their month of birth, that
is complemented with individual identifiers that are consistent across years.20 This dataset is
not optimal for performing AKM-type regressions, because it amplifies the issue of the limited
connected set.

Nevertheless, each yearly file of the full DADS postes contains some information related to
the previous year (t-1). In particular, for each job post present in a given year t, we know
whether the same individual was already working for the firm the year before, and in that
case we know the occupation, the wage, the number of hours worked, the municipality of
work and residence, etc. Even for individuals that were working in a different firm at time t-1,
we still find the information relative to t-1 in the yearly wave of t, only with missing values
for the variables relative to the present (t). This overlap over consecutive years allows for
matching between yearly files, based on the common information inserted in the variables at
t for the previous year and the variables at t-1 for the consecutive year. The paper by Babet
et al. (2022) shows that such procedure gives a single match to 98% of the individuals. The
matching cannot be established in the rare cases were several individuals have the exact same
information, or were the information for a given individual were corrected from one wave
to the next. Finally, individuals that go through career breaks that last more than one year
cannot be connected, so are identified as different individuals if they reappear later on in the
data. We follow the codes made available on the authors’ website and construct the full panel

20Before 2002 the sample only included 1/24th of the entire workforce, and was increased to 1/12th
from 2002 onward.
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FIGURE A.1.4. Distribution of the wages

Notes: Distribution of average wage per day for in-house temporary workers (CDD) and TWA workers respectively.
Average 2017-2019.

for the years 2017-2019, corresponding to the years where we can find information on both
the employing firm and establishment and the using firm and establishment for TWA work
arrangements.

We perform some additional cleaning on the data. First of all, we exclude the agricultural
sector and the public sector, because of the difference in wage setting procedures, and we re-
strict the sample to firms belonging to the legal category of "commercial companies". We only
keep the 3 most important types of contract : open-ended contracts (CDI), fixed-term contracts
(CDD), and TWA contracts (interim), to avoid other minor regimes such as apprenticeships
and contracts subsidized by the state to reinsert the long-term unemployed. Within CDD,
we also drop the "CDD d’usage", because governed by very specific conditions21. Once this
cleaning is performed, 64% (75%) of in-house fixed-term contracts (TWA contracts) are signed
to face temporary growth in the economic activity of firms, and the rest are signed to replace
an employee that is temporarily absent (see Table A.2.1). We further restrict to workers aged
18 to 67 active in Metropolitan France, earning an hourly wage equal or above the minimum
wage of the preceding year and within the first 99 percentiles (we trim the top percentile), and
working between 1 and 14 hours per day.

21"CDD d’usage" are fixed-term contracts signed in specific sectors or occupations where open-ended
contracts are extremely rare and fixed-term contracts are the norm. 23% of in-house fixed-term
contracts are of this sort, while only 1% of Temp agency contracts are concerned by this motive.
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TABLE A.2.1. Distribution of motives invoked to justify fixed-term contracts

In-house temp workers TWA workers

N. Share N. Share

Temporary replacement of an employee 762773 33% 769161 22%
Temporary growth in activity 1470781 64% 2588205 75%
Other motives combined 64111 3% 91462 3%

Total 2297665 100% 3448828 100%

Note: Distribution for 2019, obtained from the DADS postes. Other motives include the temporary replacement of
the business owner, the recruitment of unemployed people facing professional challenges, the complementation of pro-
fessional training, the replacement of an employee that is temporarily working part-time, and contracts with a clearly
defined objectif.

Table A.2.2 reports some summary statistics related to our final data. In total, the DADS postes
from 2017 to 2019 report roughly 19 million employees in the private sector. 42% of them are
observed in more than one job, and on average we observe 1.9 jobs per worker. 36% of them
are observed in more than one establishment, and on average we observe 1.65 establishments
per worker. Finally, 71% of them are observed in more than one year.

TABLE A.2.2. Number of jobs, firms and years observed per worker

mean sd share >1 N. workers

N. jobs 1.93 1.55 42% 18’732’844
N. firms 1.65 1.17 36% 18’732’844
N. years 2.19 0.86 71% 18’732’844

Note: This table reports the average number of distinct jobs that workers have in our
sample (defined by the French statistical office as the interaction between a contract, an
establishment and an occupation), the average number of establishments for which they
work, and the average number of years in which we observe them, over the period from
2017-2019.

Table A.2.3 further explores the average characteristics of the individuals in the full sample,
the sample of workers observed in more than one job, and the sample of workers observed
in more than one establishment (for TWA workers, we consider the using establishment).
Workers observed in more than one job or one establishment are on average younger, are more
likely to hold TWA contracts over the period, and have slightly lower wages. Finally, workers
holding both types of contracts over the three years – TWA and in-house – are younger, more
likely to be male, and earn lower wages, in line with the descriptive statistics presented in the
main text showing that such contracts are more prevalent among low-skill occupations.
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TABLE A.2.3. Characteristics of workers across sample-selections

all workers workers >
1 job

workers > 1
estab.

workers TWA &
in-house contr.

mean/(sd) mean/(sd) mean/(sd) mean/(sd)

age 38 36 35 32
(12.48) (11.67) (11.60) (11.00)

share women 0.38 0.35 0.36 0.32
(0.48) (0.48) (0.48) (0.47)

share TWA contracts 0.16 0.24 0.25 0.48
(0.33) (0.35) (0.36) (0.19)

wage 18.3 17.4 17.1 13.8
(9.7) (8.5) (8.3) (2.97)

N. workers 18’732’844 7’794’007 6’694’324 2’071’414

Note: This table reports the average characteristics of workers observed in different sub-samples: those observed in more
than one job, those observed in more than one establishment, and those observed in both types of contracts: TWA and
in-house. Source: DADS postes 2017-2019.

Given that our identification of contract-specific wage premia relies on individuals that move
across contracts, establishments and markets over the period, Table A.2.3 summarizes how
many individuals are concerned by such transitions. About 2 million workers are observed
holding both TWA and in-house contracts, which corresponds to 11% of workers in the sam-
ple, and 31% of workers that work in more than one establishment. The large majority of
them transitions also across establishments and occupations when changing contract type.
This feature ensures that we have enough variation to identify contract-specific wage premia
across markets and establishments.

TABLE A.2.4. Number of workers observed under both TWA and in-house contracts

N. workers share of tot
workers

share of
workers >1 firm

TWA & inhouse 2’071’414 11% 31%
TWA & inhouse in diff. estab 1’896’804 10% 28%
TWA & inhouse in diff. estab x occ 2’003’580 11% 30%
TWA & in-house in diff. CZ x occ 1’897’143 10% 28%

Note: This table reports the number of workers observed across both TWA and in-house contracts, distinguishing between
whether the transition happens across establishments, occupations and markets. Source: DADS postes 2017-2019.

A.3 Robustness and additional results AKM Analysis

Table A.3.1 reports the frequency of transitions across contract types. Especially within fixed-
term contracts, we see very similar frequencies of moves in both direction : 16% of in-house
fixed-term contracts switch to TWA contracts, and 15% of TWA contracts switch to in-house
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fixed-term. Finally, very few open-ended contracts switch to fixed-term, but a similar propor-
tion of them switch to fixed-term in-house and to TWA (3% to 4%).

TABLE A.3.1. Frequency of transitions across contract types

Transitions

Number Share of all
transitions

Share within
type

Full sample of individuals with 2 obs.
CDI - CDI 21396635 64% 93%
CDI - CDD 862286 3% 4%
CDI - TWA 679524 2% 3%

CDD - CDD 2556758 8% 56%
CDD - CDI 1237097 4% 27%
CDD - TWA 740755 2% 16%

TWA - TWA 4054220 12% 69%
TWA - CDI 915854 3% 16%
TWA - CDD 877626 3% 15%

Note: This table reports the number of workers observed switching across contracts among all workers observed twice in
the data. CDI identify in-house open-ended contracts while CDD are in-house fixed-term contracts. Source: DADS postes
2017-2019.

Figure A.3.1 shows the distribution of establishment and individual fixed effects for different
types of contracts obtained from a standard AKM regression on log wages. We see that the
types of establishments engaging in different types of contracts are highly comparable, with
only a slight skeweness to the right of establishments using TWA contracts relative to in-house.
Individuals with open-ended contracts (CDI) are on average more productive but, within
fixed-term contracts, individuals taking in-house (CDD) and TWA jobs are highly comparable.

Figure A.3.2 shows the distribution of the wage gaps obtained within establishments, estab-
lishments - occupations, and commuting zones - occupations - productivity groups when we
only consider fixed-term contracts among in-house arrangements.

Figure A.3.3 displays the distribution of the occupation × establishment effects and the oc-
cupation × commuting zone × productivity group effects for each contract type obtained
from the estimation of equations (3) and (4) respectively. Beyond the lower average observed
within TWA contracts, we also observe a much narrower distribution, revealing that there is
also much less variation in TWA workers’ pay across establishments and markets relative to
what we observe among in-house contracts.

Figure A.3.4 computes the correlation between the in-house specific premium within an es-
tablishment and market and the wage-gap between in-house workers and temp workers. We
see that regardless of the level of aggregation taken into account, there is a strong positive
correlation between the two. Here we only report the graphs computed on the full sample
of in-house contracts. Restricting the sample to fixed-term contracts give rise to very similar
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FIGURE A.3.1. Distribution of establishment and individual fixed effects

across contract types

(a) Establishment fixed effects (b) Individual fixed effects

Notes: Distribution obtained from a standard AKM regression of log wages on individual and establishment fixed
effects. The figure plots the distribution of the fixed effects across contract types: open-ended in-house (CDI), fixed-
term in-house (CDD) and TWA.

results.22

Table A.3.2 computes the amount of pass-through obtained from regressing the premium
for TWA contracts on the premium for in-house contracts within establishments (Columns 1
and 4), establishments-occupations (Columns 2 and 5), and employment zones-occupations-
productivity groups (Columns 3 and 6). This exercise is similar to the main result shown
in Drenik et al. (2020). At the establishment-level the pass-through is of 43%, in line with
the one found by Drenik et al. (2020) in Argentina (approaching 50%). When we compare
within the same occupation and establishment we find a slightly higher pass-through than
when the occupation dimension is omitted, highlighting the importance of taking this level
into consideration. The pass-through obtained at the market level is on the contrary lower,
around 27%. Excluding open-ended contracts makes virtually no difference for these results.

22Available upon request.
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FIGURE A.3.2. Distribution of wage gaps using only fixed-term contracts

Notes: Distribution of the wage gaps between in-house and temporary workers recovered using equations (2), (3)
and (4) on the sample of fixed-term contracts.

TABLE A.3.2. Wage pass-through by contract type

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
All sample Fixed term only

VARIABLES γH
x γH

x γH
x γH

x γH
x γH

x

γT
x 0.436*** 0.536*** 0.273*** 0.488*** 0.546*** 0.230***

(0.00315) (0.00287) (0.00571) (0.00503) (0.00499) (0.00842)

x = e yes yes
x = eo yes yes
x = zop yes yes

Observations 165,437 152,732 27,190 85,512 54,886 22,563
R-squared 0.104 0.185 0.078 0.099 0.179 0.032

Note: This table reports the result of six separate regressions. Columns (1) and (4) regress TWA wage premia within firms
on in-house premia. Columns (2) and (5) do the same but compute the premia within firms and occupations. Columns
(3) and (6) regress TWA wage premia within markets, as defined by the occupation and commuting zone. The regression
samples are restricted to the set of establishments and markets for which we could identify the two types of wage premia
using all in-house contracts or only fixed-term contracts respectively. Clustered standard errors (occupation*CZ) are reported
in parentheses. Source: DADS POSTES 2017-2019.
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FIGURE A.3.3. Firms’ and markets’ wage premia by contract type

(a) All in-house contracts

(b) Only in-house fixed-term contracts

Note: This graph represents the density of establishments’ and market wage premia by contract type. Source: DADS
POSTES 2017-2019.
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FIGURE A.3.4. Correlation in-house premium and in-house to TWA wage-gap

(a) Firm level (b) Firm-occup level

(c) ZE-occup-prod group level

Note: This figure correlates the wage gap obtained with γH
x − γT

x with the in-house specific premium γH
x . Panel a)

computes it at the establishment level, panel b) at the establishment-occupation level, panel c) at the CZ-occupation-
productivity group level. Source: DADS POSTES 2017-2019.
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Finally one might wonder whether the 25% of cells with wage gaps in favor of TWA workers
might not be subject to measurement error, for instance driven by some cells being too small.
We perform two robustness tests to convince the reader that measurement error is not driving
our results. First, Figure A.3.5 correlates the wage gaps obtained from the AKM regression
with firm level characteristics including 20iles of revenues per worker and firm size. The
picture shows that wage gaps are strongly positively correlated with larger firms and firms
with higher revenues per worker. Similarly, we find 50% (55%) of negative wage gaps within
firms at the bottom of the revenue per worker (size) distribution, and only 30% for firms at
the top of these distributions. Second, to check whether results are robust to using larger cells,
we apply a methodology similar to Bonhomme et al. (2019), consisting in dividing firms into
20 clusters based on their wage levels, and then run the AKM model by interacting these 20
clusters with contract type. Table III in the main text shows the distribution of wage gaps
obtained within the 20 clusters. While the fact that the distribution becomes much narrower
is to be expected given the significant reduction in observations, it is interesting to notice that
roughly 25% of the sample maintains a wage gap in favor of TWA workers. Finally, Figure
A.3.6 shows that the clusters with wage gaps in favor of TWA are concentrated in the lower
paying classes. All in all, these results confirm that the presence of a significant portion of
firms where TWA workers are paid more than in-house is not driven by measurement error
or small sample bias.
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FIGURE A.3.5. Correlation between wage gaps and other firm characteristics

(a) Wage gaps and revenues/worker (b) Sh. negative wage gaps and rev/worker

(c) Wage gaps and firm size (d) Sh. negative wage gaps and firm size

Note: This figure shows how the wage gap between in-house and TWA workers obtained from AKM regressions
correlates with firm characteristics, including their size and revenues per worker. The latter are split into 20iles for
simplicity.

FIGURE A.3.6. Wages and wage gaps along BLM clusters

(a) Level of in-house and TWA FE (b) Difference in in-house and TWA FE

Note: This figure shows how the contract specific firm cluster fixed effects, obtained applying a methodology
inspired by Bonhomme et al. (2019), are distributed along the clusters ordered from the lowest paying one to the
highest paying one.
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B Model Appendix

This appendix presents the solution of the model presented in the main text.

B.1 Value functions and offered wages

B.1.1 Workers

Denoting by Wu the expected value from unemployment and by b the income when unem-

ployed, the arbitrage condition implies that

rWu = b + θm(θ) (W(w)− Wu) , for all (w, θ) (B.19)

where

rW(w) = w + q(Wu − W(w)) (B.20)

From these two equations, the arbitrage condition can be rewriten as

(w − rWu)θm(θ) = (r + q)(rWu − b) (B.21)

This equation defines a relation between the wage w and the labor market tightness in each

submarket:
∂θ

∂w
= − θ

1 − η

r + q
(W(w)− Wu)

, η = − θm′(θ)

m(θ)

B.1.2 Firms

There is an exogenous number of identical firms normalized to one. Each firm can produce

with Lh ≥ 0 in-house workers and La ≥ 0 temp workers. The number of workers employed

by each firm is

L = Lh + La

Firms choose the number of in-house and temp job vacancies. They also choose the wage

associated with their in-house job offers. Let us denote by dt → 0 a small interval of time and

by x+ − x the variation of variable x over the time interval dt. The value function of a firm

satisfies

(1 + rdt)Π (L) = max
(Vh≥0,Va≥0,w)

[yL− (wh + ch)Lh − C(Vh)− rk (L+ Vh + Va)− pLa]dt+Π
(
L+
)

subject to (B.21) and the law of motion of in-house and temp jobs:

L+
h = (1 − qdt)Lh + Vhm(θh)dt

L+
a = (1 − qdt)La + αVam(θa)dt
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Let us denote by µh and µa the multipliers associated with the constraints Vh ≥ 0,Va ≥ 0.

The offered wage satisfies

wh = η (y − rk − ch − rWu) + rWu (B.22)

The first order conditions yield

−C′(Vh)− rk + Π′ (L+
)

m(θh) + µh = 0 (B.23)

−rk + Π′ (L+
)

αm(θa) + µa = 0 (B.24)

The envelope conditions yield

(1 + rdt)Π′ (L) = (y − rk − wh − ch)dt + (1 − qdt)Π′ (L)

(1 + rdt)Π′ (L) = (y − rk − p)dt + (1 − qdt)Π′ (L)

or

Π′ (L) = y − rk − wh − ch

r + q
=

y − rk − p
r + q

(B.25)

• Let us first consider interior solutions, with µh = µa = 0. In this case, the first order

conditions yield, together with the envelop condition (B.25) and the wage equation

(B.22):

C′(Vh) + rk = (1 − η)m(θh)
y − rk − rWu − ch

r + q
(B.26)

and

rk = αm(θa)
y − rk − p

r + q
(B.27)

Equation (B.26) defines the demand for the vacancies for temp jobs. It shows that the

expected marginal cost of in-house vacancies, equal to the cost of looking for a worker

C′(Vh) plus the maintenance cost of vacant jobs, rk, is equal to their expected profits.

Similarly, the cost of posting a vacant position for a temp worker, equal to the mainte-

nance cost of the vacant job, is equal to its expected profit. The first order conditions

imply that an interior solution with Vh > 0 and Va > 0 exists if and only if:

(1 − η)m(θh)
y − rk − rWu − ch

r + q
− rk > 0 and y − rk − p > 0

These two conditions allow us to analyze the corner solutions which correspond to

situations in which firms do not use both in-house and temp workers, for a given value

of (θh, θa, Wu, p).

• Firms only use temp workers according to condition (B.27) when

(1 − η)m(θh)
y − rk − rWu − ch

r + q
− rk < 0 and y − rk − p > 0.
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• Firms only use in-house workers according to condition (B.26) when

(1 − η)m(θh)
y − rk − rWu − ch

r + q
− rk > 0 and y − rk − p < 0

• Firms hire nobody when

(1 − η)m(θh)
y − rk − rWu − ch

r + q
− rk < 0 and y − rk − p < 0

B.1.3 TWAs

The TWAs look for temp workers for the vacancies posted by user firms. TWAs set the wage

of temp workers, denoted by wa. TWAs get the price p per vacancy filled by a temp worker.

The value of vacancies, Va, posted at the TWAs satisfies:

rVa = max
wa

−κ + αm(θa)

(
p − wa + ca

r + q
− Va

)
subject to (B.21)

The offered wage satisfies

wa = η (p − ca − rWu) + rWu (B.28)

B.2 Labor market equilibrium

B.2.1 Equilibrium with temp and in-house jobs

When firms use both temp and in-house jobs, the free entry condition implies that the value

of vacancies posted by TWAs is equal to zero: Va = 0. From the definitions of Va and wa we

get
κ

αm(θa)
= (1 − η)

(
p − ca − rWu

r + q

)
(B.29)

This is the equation of supply of TWAs’ vacancies arising from the free entry condition on the

market for temp workers.

From the arbibrage equation (B.19), the wage equations and the labor demand equations (B.26)

and (B.29) we get the relations

rWu = b +
ηθa

α (1 − η)
κ (B.30)

rWu = b +
ηθh

(1 − η)

[
C′(V) + rk

]
(B.31)

Now, we can define the equilibrium value of the labor market tighness of the submarket for

temp jobs from the equality between the demand (equation (B.27)) and the supply (equation
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(B.29)) for temp jobs. Substituting the value of rWu defined by equation (B.30), into the supply

and demand equations, the equality between the supply and demand of TWAs’ vacancies

yields:

κ =
αm(θa) (1 − η)

r + q + ηθam(θa)

(
y − rk − ca − b − r + q

αm(θa)
rk
)

(B.32)

The left hand side of this equation is the cost of vacancies for the TWA per unit of time and

the right hand side the expected gains from filled vacancies. The right-hand side decreases

with θa. Therefore, this equation defines a unique value of θa provided it exists.

Equation (B.31) defines the expected value of unemployed workers looking for in-house jobs.

From this expected value and the demand or in-house workers (B.27) we get the following

equilibrium condition:

C′(Vh) + rk =
m(θh) (1 − η)

r + q + ηθhm(θh)
(y − rk − ch − b) (B.33)

which defines a relation between the tightness of the submarket for in-house jobs and the

number of vacancies for in-house jobs.

Eventually, the equalization of the reservation wage of unemployed workers defined by equa-

tions (B.30) and (B.31) yields, together with equations (B.32) and (B.33), the relation between

the labor market tighnesses arising from the arbitrage of unemployed workers between sub-

markets:

θhm(θh) (y − rk − c − b)
r + q + ηθhm(θh)

=
θam(θa)

r + q + ηθam(θa)

(
y − rk − ca − b − r + q

αm(θa)
rk
)

This equation defines a unique value of θh for each value of θa, provided it exists.

From the previous results, the equilibrium values (θa, θh,Vh) are defined by the system of

equations

κ + rk − η
r + q + θam(θa)

r + q + ηθam(θa
rk =

αm(θa) (1 − η)

r + q + ηθam(θa)
(y − rk − ca − b) (B.34)

θhm(θh) (y − rk − ch − b)
r + q + ηθhm(θh)

=
θam(θa)

r + q + ηθam(θa)

(
y − rk − ca − b − r + q

αm(θa)
rk
)

(B.35)

C′(Vh) + rk =
m(θh) (1 − η)

r + q + ηθhm(θh)
(y − rk − ch − b) (B.36)

Remark that this system of equations can be solved recursively. Equation (B.34) defines θa.

Then, equation (B.35) defines θh and equation (B.36) defines Vh. Each equation has a single

solution, provided it exists. Therefore, the equilibrium is unique.

Then, the steady state equilibrium value of Va is defined by the resource constraint

N = Uh + Lh + Ua + La
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where

Uh =
Vh

θh
,Ua =

αVa

θa
,Lh =

Vhm(θh)

q
,La =

αVam(θa)

q

which allows us to write the resource constraint as

Va =

(
N −Vh

q + θhm(θh)

qθh

)
qθa

α [q + θam(θa)]

Now, let us define the conditions in which an interior solution with Vh > 0 and Va > 0 exists.

Since limθ→0 m(θ) = +∞, limθ→∞ m(θ) = 0, limθ→∞ θm(θ) = ∞, limθ→0 θm(θ) = 0, equation

(B.34) implies that a solution with θa > 0 and thus Va > 0 can exist only if

y − rk − ca − b > 0

In that case, the arbitrage equation (B.35) defines, together with equation (B.34), a unique

value of θh which is defined by θhm(θh) = (r + q)
(
(1−η)α(y−rk−ch−b)

κθa
− η

)−1
if (1−η)α(y−rk−ch−b)

κθa
− η > 0

θh = 0 otherwise
(B.37)

The number of vacancies for in-house workers is defined by{
C′(Vh) =

(1−η)m(θh)(y−rk−ch−b)
r+q+ηθhm(θh)

− rk if (1−η)m(θh)(y−rk−ch−b)
r+q+ηθhm(θh)

− rk > 0

Vh = 0 otherwise

Therefore, the decentralized equilibrium has temp and in-house workers if and only if

(1 − η) α (y − rk − ch − b)
κθa

> η (A)

(1 − η)m(θh) (y − rk − ch − b)
r + q + ηθhm(θh)

> rk (B)

y − rk − ca − b > 0 (C)

where θa is defined by (B.34) and θh by (B.37).
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B.2.2 Equilibrium with temp jobs only

If either condition (A) or condition (B) or (C) is not satisfied, the equilibrium cannot have both

in-house and temp jobs. If there are only temp jobs, the values of θa and Va are defined by:

κ =
αm(θa) (1 − η)

r + q + ηθam(θa)

(
y − rk − ca − b − r + q

αm(θa)
rk
)

Va = N qθa

α [q + θam(θa)]
.

B.2.3 Equilibrium with in-house jobs only

If there are in-house jobs only the equilibrium values of Vh > 0 and θh > 0 are uniquely

defined by the equality between the marginal cost of vacancies and their expected profits, and

the resource constraint:

C′(Vh) + rk =
m(θh) (1 − η)

r + q + ηθhm(θh)
(y − rk − ch − b)

Vh = N qθh

q + θhm(θh)

because it is assumed that limVh→0 C′(Vh) = 0, limθh→0 m(θh) = +∞, limθh→+∞ m(θh) = 0

B.3 Constrained efficient solution

The social planner maximizes the discounted net output subject to the law of motion of in-

house and temp employment respectively denoted by Lh and La. The maximization problem

which defines the constrained efficient allocation is:

max
(Uh,Ua,Vh≥0,Va≥0)

∫ ∞

0
[(N −L) b + yL−Laca −Lhch − κVa − C(Vh)− rk (La + Lh + Vh+V a)] e−rtdt

subject to

L̇h = Vhm(θh)− qLh

L̇a = αVam(θa)− qLa

N = La + Lh + Ua + Uh

where θa =
αVa

Ua
; θh =

Vh

Uh
;L = La + Lh

Let λh and λa denote the multipliers associated with the law of motion of in-house and temp

employment, χh and χa the multipliers associated with the constraints Vh ≥ 0,Va ≥ 0, and

γ the multiplier associated with the constraint N = La + Lh + Ua + Uh. Note that there no
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possible solutions with Ua ≤ 0 or Uh ≤ 0 if Vh ≥ 0 and Va ≥ 0 because m(θ) is only defined

for strictly positive values of θ. Therefore, θa and θh are defined only if Ua > 0 and Uh > 0.

The current Hamiltonian of the planner’s problem is written

H = (N −L) b + yL−Laca −Lhch − κVa − C(Vh)− rk (La + Lh + Vh+V a)

+λh [Vhm(θh)− qLh] + λa [αVam(θa)− qLa] + γ [N − (La + Lh + Ua + Uh)]

+χaVa + χhVa

The first order conditions are

∂H
∂Vh

= −
[
C′(Vh) + rk

]
+ λh (1 − η)m(θh) + χh = 0

∂H
∂Va

= − (κ + rk) + λaαm(θa) (1 − η) + χa = 0

∂H
∂Uh

= λhηθhm(θh)− γ = 0

∂H
∂Ua

= λaηθam(θa)− γ = 0

∂H
∂Lh

= y − rk − ch − b − λhq − γ = rλh

∂H
∂La

= y − rk − ca − b − λaq − γ = rλa

The exclusion relations are:

χaVa = 0

χhVh = 0

B.3.1 Constrained efficient solution with temp and in-house jobs

Let us first look for an interior solution such that χa = χh = 0. We get:

∂H
∂Vh

= 0 ⇔ C′(Vh) + rk = (1 − η)m(θh)λh

∂H
∂Va

= 0 ⇔ κ + rk = λaαm(θa) (1 − η)

∂H
∂Uh

= 0 ⇔ λhηθhm(θh) = γ

∂H
∂Ua

= 0 ⇔ λaηθam(θa) = γ

∂H
∂Lh

= rλh ⇔ y − rk − ch − b = (r + q) λh + γ

∂H
∂La

= rλa ⇔ y − rk − ca − b = (r + q) λa + γ
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These first order conditions, together with the definition of the labor market tightnesses and

the labor market flows equilibrium, yield the system of equations which defines the con-

strained efficient values of (θa, θh,Vh) provided they exist:

κ + rk =
αm(θ∗a ) (1 − η)

r + q + ηθ∗a m(θ∗a )
(y − rk − ca − b) (B.38)

θ∗h m(θ∗h) (y − rk − ch − b)
r + q + ηθ∗h m(θ∗h)

=
θ∗a m(θ∗a )

r + q + ηθ∗a m(θ∗a )
(y − rk − ca − b) (B.39)

C′(V∗
h ) + rk =

m(θ⋆h) (1 − η)

r + q + ηθ∗h m(θ∗h)
(y − rk − ch − b) (B.40)

Now, let us define the conditions in which an interior solution with Vh > 0 and Va > 0 exists.

Since limθ→0 m(θ) = +∞ and limθ→∞ m(θ) = 0, equation (B.38) implies that a solution with

θa > 0 and thus Va > 0 can exist only if

y − rk − ca − b > 0

In this case, the arbitrage equation (B.39) defines, together with equation (B.38), a unique

value of θ∗h which is defined by θ∗h m(θh) = (r + q)
(
(1−η)α(y−rk−ch−b)

κθ∗a
− η

)−1
if (1−η)α(y−rk−ch−b)

κθ∗a
> η

θ∗h = 0 otherwise
(B.41)

The number of vacancies for in-house workers is defined by C′(V∗
h ) =

(1−η)m(θ∗h )(y−rk−ch−b)
r+q+ηθ⋆h m(θ∗h )

− rk if (1−η)m(θ∗h )(y−rk−ch−b)
r+q+ηθ⋆h m(θ∗h )

> rk

V∗
h = 0 otherwise

Therefore, the constrained efficient allocation has temp and in-house workers if and only if

(1 − η) α (y − rk − ch − b)
κθ∗a

> η (A⋆)

(1 − η)m(θ∗h) (y − rk − ch − b)
r + q + ηθ∗h m(θ∗h)

> rk (B⋆)

y − rk − ca − b > 0 (C⋆)

where θ∗a is defined by (B.38) and θ∗h by (B.39).
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B.3.2 Constrained efficient solution with in-house jobs only

If the contrained efficient solution has in-house jobs only, the values of Vh and θh are uniquely

defined by the equality between the marginal cost of vacancies and their expected gains, and

the resource constraint:

C′(V∗
h ) + rk =

m(θ∗h) (1 − η)

r + q + ηθ∗h m(θ∗h)
(y − rk − ch − b) (B.42)

V∗
h = N

qθ∗h
q + θ∗h m(θ∗h)

(B.43)

because it is assumed that limVh→0 C′(Vh) = 0.

B.3.3 Constrained efficient solution with temp jobs only

If the constrained efficient solution has temps jobs only, the value of θa, denoted θ∗a , is defined

by equation (B.38) and the number of vacancies is defined by the resource constraint:

V∗
a = N qθ∗a

α [q + θam(θ∗a )]

B.4 Comparison of the decentralized equilibrium with the constrained

efficient solution

This section compares the decentralized equilibrium with the constrained efficient solution.

We compare each type of allocation (mixed, temp only, in-house only) and the sets of values

of parameters in which each type of allocation arises.

B.4.1 Allocations with in-house and temp jobs

To show that θ∗a < θa and θh < θ⋆h , we can write the equations defining the decentralized

equilibrium and the constrained efficient solution. Let us define the (decreasing) function g
as:

g(x) = α(1 − η)
m(x)(y − rk − ca − b)

r + q + ηxm(x)

such that we must have (see equations (B.34) and (B.38)):

g(θ∗a ) = κ + rk and g(θa) = κ + rk − η
r + q + θam(θa)

r + q + ηθam(θa)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡I(θa)>0
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This immediately shows that θ∗a < θa if and only if k > 0. Then using equations (B.35) and

(B.39), we can define the (increasing) function f as:

f (x) =
xm(x)(y − rk − ch − b)

r + q + ηxm(x)

such that:

f (θ∗h) =
g(θ∗a )

α(1 − η)
=

κ + rk
α(1 − η)

and f (θh) =
κ + rk − I(θa)

α(1 − η)

(
1 − (r + q)rk

αm(θa)(y − rk − ca − b)

)

If k > 0, I(θa) > 0 and because (r+q)rk
αm(θa)

< y − rk − ca − b, we have f (θ∗h) > f (θh) which directly

implies θ∗h > θh.

To compare employment in the constrained efficient allocation and in the decentralized equi-

librium, we start from the equations defining the creation of in-house vacancies, (B.36) and

(B.40), which display the same negative relation between Vh and θh across both equilibria.

Therefore, θ∗h > θh implies that V∗
h < Vh, and that in-house worker employment, Lh =

Vhm(θh)/q, is lesser in the constrained efficient allocation than in the decentralized equi-

librium, i.e., L∗
h < Lh. Similarly, the number of unemployed workers seeking in-house jobs,

Uh = Vh/θh, is reduced in the constrained efficient allocation compared to the decentralized

equilibrium, i.e., U ∗
h < Uh. We have demonstrated that U ∗

h +L∗
h < Uh +Lh. Thus, the resource

constraint N = Lh + Uh + La + Ua, implies that La + Ua < L∗
a + U ∗

a . From La = θam(θa)Ua/q,

we get

Ua =
q

θam(θa) + q
(La + Ua)

Since La + Ua < L∗
a + U ∗

a and θam(θa) > θ∗a m(θ∗a ), this equation implies that Ua < U ∗
a . Then,

we find that this definition of Va = Uaθa/α, together Ua < U ∗
a and θ∗a < θa, is compatible with

Va either smaller or larger than V∗
a . Similarly, this definition of

La =
θam(θa)

θam(θa) + q
(La + Ua)

together with La + Ua < L∗
a + U ∗

a and and θ∗a < θa (equivalent to θ∗a m(θ∗a ) < θam(θa)) is

compatible with La either smaller or larger than L∗
a .

Finally, the comparison of the constrained efficient allocation with the decentralized equilib-

rium allocation when there are in-house and temp jobs in both allocations shows that

θ∗h ≥ θh; θ∗a ≤ θa

U ∗
h ≤ Uh; U ∗

a ≥ Ua; U ∗ ⋚ U

V∗
h ≤ Vh; V∗

a ⋚ Va

L∗
h ≤ Lh; L∗

a ⋚ La L∗ ⋚ L
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B.4.2 Allocations with in-house jobs only

Previous equations show that when there are in-house jobs only, the decentralized equilibrium

coincides with the constrained efficient allocation.

B.4.3 Allocations with temp jobs only

When there are temp jobs only, the value of θa is defined by equation (B.34)

κ + rk =
αm(θa) (1 − η)

r + q + ηθam(θa)
(y − rk − ca − b) + η

r + q + θam(θa)

r + q + ηθam(θa
rk

in decentralized equilibrium and by equation (B.38)

κ + rk =
αm(θ∗a ) (1 − η)

r + q + ηθ∗a m(θ∗a )
(y − rk − ca − b)

in the constrained efficient allocation. For the same reasons as above, these equations imply

that θ∗a < θa.

The number of vacancies is defined by

V∗
a = N qθ∗a

α [q + θ∗a m(θ∗a )]

which implies that V∗
a < Va if and only if k > 0 and the number of temp jobs is equal to

La = Va
αm(θa)

q
= N θam(θa)

[q + θam(θa)]

in the decentralized equilibrium and to

L∗
a = N θ∗a m(θ∗a )

[q + θ∗a m(θ∗a )]

in the constrained efficient solution.

These expressions define employment as an increasing function of the labor market tightness.

Therefore, L∗
a < La.

B.4.4 Relation between parameter set values and types of allocation (mixed, temp
only, in-house only)

Since it has been shown that V∗
h < Vh and V∗

a ⋚ Va in the mixed allocations, there are pa-

rameter set values for which there are temp jobs in the constrained efficient allocation but not

in the decentralized equilibrium. To shows this, assume a parameter set value such that the

constrained efficient solution and the decentralized equilibrium are mixed. Now, change the
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parameter set value so that Vh drops. Since Vh > V∗
h , there exist parameter set values such

that the decentralized equilibrium is mixed, with low values of Vh sufficiently close to zero,

but the constrained efficient solution cannot be mixed because V∗
h < Vh. For these parameter

set values, the constrained efficient solution has temp-jobs only if it exists, because Va ⋚ V∗
a in

the mixed allocation.

Conversely, according to the same reasoning, V∗
h < Vh implies that it is impossible to get a

decentralized equilibrium with temp jobs only if the constrained efficient allocation is mixed.

All in all, the comparison of the constrained efficient allocation with the decentralized equi-

librium allocation shows that:

• when there are in-house and temp jobs in both allocations:

θ∗h ≥ θh; θ∗a ≤ θa

U ∗
h ≤ Uh; U ∗

a ≥ Ua; U ∗ ⋚ U

V∗
h ≤ Vh; V∗

a ⋚ Va

L∗
h ≤ Lh; L∗

a ⋚ La L∗ ⋚ L

• the allocation is identical when there are in-house jobs only in both allocations

• when there are temp jobs only in in both allocations:

θ∗a ≤ θa

U ∗
a ≥ Ua

V∗
a ≤ Va

L∗
a ≤ La

and that there are parameter set values such that the decentralized equilibrium is mixed and

the efficient allocation has temp jobs only.

B.5 Decentralized equilibrium with merged TWAs and user firms

This appendix shows that the decentralized equilibrium with merged TWAs and user firms

yields the constrained efficient allocation. When TWAs and user firms are merged, user firms

directly hire temp workers with the technology of TWAs. In this context, firms choose the

number of in-house and temp job vacancies and the associated wages. The value function of
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a firm satisfies

(1 + rdt)Π (L) = max
(Vh≥0,Va≥0,wh,wa)

[yL− (wh + ch)Lh − C(Vh)− κVa − rk (L+ Vh + Va)− (wa + ca)La]dt

+ Π
(
L+
)

subject to (B.21) and the law of motion of in-house and temp jobs:

L+
h = (1 − qdt)Lh + Vhm(θh)dt

L+
a = (1 − qdt)La + αVam(θa)dt

Let us denote by µh and µa the multipliers associated with the constraints Vh ≥ 0,Va ≥ 0.

The offered wages satisfy

wh = η (y − rk − ch − rWu) + rWu (B.44)

wa = η(y − rk − ca − rWu) + rWu (B.45)

The first order conditions yield

−C′(Vh)− rk + Π′ (L+
)

m(θh) + µh = 0 (B.46)

−κ − rk + Π′ (L+
)

αm(θa) + µa = 0 (B.47)

The envelope conditions yield

(1 + rdt)Π′ (L) = (y − rk − wh − ch)dt + (1 − qdt)Π′ (L)

(1 + rdt)Π′ (L) = (y − rk − wa − ca)dt + (1 − qdt)Π′ (L)

or

Π′ (L) = y − rk − wh − ch

r + q
= Π′ (L) = y − rk − wa − ca

r + q
(B.48)

• Let us first consider interior solutions, with µh = µa = 0. In this case, the first order

conditions yield, together with the envelop condition (B.48) and the wage equations

(B.44) and (B.45):

C′(Vh) + rk = (1 − η)m(θh)
y − rk − rWu − ch

r + q
(B.49)

κ + rk = αm(θa)
y − rk − rWu − ca

r + q
(B.50)

From the arbitrage equation (B.19), the wage equations (B.44), (B.45) and the labor de-
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mand equations (B.49) and (B.50) we get the relations

rWu = b +
ηθa

α (1 − η)
(κ + rk) (B.51)

rWu = b +
ηθh

(1 − η)

[
C′(V) + rk

]
(B.52)

Substituting the value of rWu defined by equation (B.51), into the demand equation

(B.50) yields:

κ + rk =
αm(θa) (1 − η)

r + q + ηθam(θa)
(y − rk − ca − b) (B.53)

Equation (B.52) defines the expected value of unemployed workers looking for in-house

jobs. From this expected value and the demand or in-house workers (B.50) we get the

following equilibrium condition:

C′(Vh) + rk =
m(θh) (1 − η)

r + q + ηθhm(θh)
(y − rk − ch − b) (B.54)

which defines a relation between the tightness of the submarket for in-house jobs and

the number of vacancies for in-house jobs.

Eventually, the equalization of the reservation wage of unemployed workers defined by

equations (B.51) and (B.52) yields, together with equations (B.53) and (B.54), the relation

between the labor market tighnesses arising from the arbitrage of unemployed workers

between submarket

θhm(θh) (y − rk − c − b)
r + q + ηθhm(θh)

=
θam(θa)

r + q + ηθam(θa)
(y − rk − ca − b)

From the previous results, the equilibrium values (θa, θh,Vh) are defined by the three

last equations which are identical the system of equations that defines those values at

the constrained optimum.

• When firms use temp workers only, the equilibrium value of the labor market tightness

if defined by equation (B.53) which is identical to equation (B.38) that defines the value

of the labor market tightness at the constrained optimum

• When firms use in-house workers only, the labor market tightness is defined by equation

(B.54) which is identical to that of the constrained optimum.

B.6 Implementation of the constrained efficient allocation

Let us demonstrate the implementation of a constrained efficient allocation through wage

subsidies for temporary workers and taxes on vacancies posted by TWAs. Let σa represent the

wage subsidy, such that temp workers receive the income wa + σa when TWAs pay the wage
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wa, and τa denotes the tax on each vacancy posted by TWAs. Solving the model as previously

described yields the following equations for the wage of temporary workers and the value of

vacancies posted by TWAs:

wa + σa = η (p − ca + σa − rWu) + rWu

Va = κ − τa + αm(θa)(1 − η) (p − ca + σa − rWu)

We get the set of 3 equations which define the equilibrium values of θa, θh,Vh :

κ − τa + rk =
αm(θa) (1 − η)

r + q + ηθam(θa)
(y − rk + σa − ca − b) + η

r + q + θam(θa)

r + q + ηθam(θa
rk

θhm(θh) (y − rk − ch − b)
r + q + ηθhm(θh)

=
θam(θa)

r + q + ηθam(θa)

(
y − rk + σa − ca − b + σa −

r + q
αm(θa)

rk
)

C′(Vh) + rk =
m(θh) (1 − η)

r + q + ηθhm(θh)
(y − rk − ch − b)

The comparison of this set of equations with those defining the value of those variables at the

constrained efficient optimum (equations (B.38), (B.39) and (B.40)) shows that

σa =
r + q

αm(θ∗a )
rk

τa = rk

Every vacancy posted by TWAs pay the tax τa = rk is filled at rate αm(θai). It gives rise to the

discounted payment of subsidy equal to σa/(r + q). Therefore, the taxes on temp job vacancies

collected per unit of time are equal to the amount of subsidies paid to temp workers.

Every vacancy posted by TWAs incurs the tax τa = rk. These vacancies are filled at a rate

of αm(θai). This leads to a discounted payment of subsidies, denoted by σa/(r + q). Conse-

quently, the taxes collected on temporary job vacancies per unit of time equal the total amount

of subsidies paid to temp workers.

B.7 Equal wages

This appendix determines the decentralized equilibrium in the presence of a regulation that

mandates equal wages for temporary and in-house workers.

In this scenario, the surplus sharing rule that determines the wages of in-house workers en-

sures that the equality between the marginal cost of in-house vacancies and their expected

profits remains unchanged from the decentralized equilibrium without the equal pay regula-

tion:
C′(Vh) + rk

m(θh)
=

1 − η

r + q + ηθhm(θh)
(y − rk − ch − b)
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When wages are equalized across both types of employment, workers in either job category

achieve the same expected gains. According to the arbitrage equation (6) for job seekers, this

implies that the job finding rates for both types of jobs are equal. Consequently, labor market

tightnesses also equalize: θh = θa.

The demand from user firms for temp workers continues to be defined by the equation (10):

p = y − rk − rk
(r + q)
αm(θa)

(B.55)

The free entry condition of TWAs implies that

p = wa + ca +
κ(r + q)
αm(θa)

(B.56)

where

wa = wh = η(y − rk − ch − rWu) + rWu

with

rWu = b + ηθhm(θh)
y − rk − ch − b

r + q + ηθhm(θh)

Equations (B.56) and (B.55) imply that there are 2 possible cases

1. y − rk − rk (r+q)
αm(θh)

> wh + ca +
κ(r+q)
αm(θh)

: the price that user firms accept to pay to use temp

jobs is higher than the price compatible with the free entry condition for TWAs, which

implies that there are only temp workers in equilibrium. This case arises if wa > wh in

equilibrium without implementation of the equal wage regulation

2. y − rk − rk (r+q)
αm(θh)

< wh + ca +
κ(r+q)
αm(θh)

the price that user firms accept to pay to use temp

jobs is lower than the price compatible with the free entry condition for TWAs, which

implies that there are only in-house workers in equilibrium. This case arises if wa < wh

in equilibrium without implementation of the equal wage regulation
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C Details on the quantitative calibration

C.1 Calibration of the decentralized equilibrium from the data

To calibrate the model, we start from the vector Θi and the observed value of φ̃h,i, φ̃a,i and

dwi respectively the measured job finding rates for in-house and TWA workers and the wage

gap in level. We set b = 0.5(y − rk) which corresponds to half of the value added and given a

labor share of about 0.7, an unemployment benefit at around 70% of the wage. We then solve

for ca,i, φh,i and φa,i so that:

φh,i
yi − rki − ch,i − bi

r + qi + ηφh,i
= φa,i

yi − rki − ca,i − bi − (r + qi)rkiχa,i

r + qi + ηφa,i

is exactly verified and while minimizing:

(φh,i − φ̃h,i)
2

φh,i + φ̃h,i
+

(φa,i − φ̃a,i)
2

φa,i + φ̃a,i
+

(dwi − (wh,i − wa,i))
2

dwi + (wh,i − wa,i)

where the model implied values of wh,i, wa,i are defined by:

rWui = bi + ηφh,i
yi − rki − ch,i − bi

r + qi + ηφh,i

and

wh,i = η(yi − rki − ch,i − rWui)+ rWui , wa,i = η

(
yi − rki − ca,i − rWui − (r + qi)

rki

χa,i

)
+ rWui

We keep only markets for which the observed and theoretical wage gaps are equal with a 0.1

euros margin of error. On average, we find a value of φa,i that is lower than the measure φ̃a,i

(the average difference is equal to 0.009 percentage points) and a value of φh,i that is larger

than φ̃h,i (an average difference of 0.008 percentage points). This reduces the sample to 649

markets.

From the values of ca,i, φh,i and φa,i, we can then solve recursively. First we define Vh and Va to

match the stationary level of employment both for in-house and TWA workers derived from

the law of motions:

qLh = Vhm(θh) and qLa = αVam(θa) (C.57)

We then define Uh and Ua so that

Uh =
Vhχh

φh
and

Vaχa

φa

we can then compute the value of θh = Vh
Uh

and combining the two equations in (C.57), we
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derive α as

α =

[
qla

ql
Vh

Va
θη

(
Va

Ua

)η] 1
1−η

With α, Ua and Va we immediately measure θa = αVa/Ua.

We then set the value of m0 so that the theoretical size of the market matches the observed

number of workers (employed or unemployed). This implies:

La + Lh + Ua + Uh︸ ︷︷ ︸
Observed

= α
Va

θa
+

V
θ︸ ︷︷ ︸

Theoretical unemployment

+

(
Vθ−η

q
+

αVaθ
−η
a

q

)
m0︸ ︷︷ ︸

Theoretical employment

We then estimate κi using

κi = χa,i
1 − η

r + qi + ηφa,i

(
yi − rki − ca,i − bi − (ri + qi)

rki

φa,i

)

Finally, we estimate ν and ν0 in the following way. First we consider the third equation of (16)

and log-transform the equation after having removed rk from both side. Given the functional

form C(Vi)i = ν0iVν
i this yields:

log(νi,0) + log(ν) + ν log (Vi) = log

(
m0i θ

−η
h,i (1 − η)

r + qi + ηm0i θ
1−η
h,i

(yi − rki − ch,i − bi)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

≡Ai

We can then retrieve the value of ν by regressing log(V) on A on all our labor markets i, and

then use the residuals to pin down the value of ν0i .
23

Once all these parameters are known, it is straightforward to derive wh, wa and p. This

procedure thus yields a unique vector Γi = (Vh,i,Va,i,Uh,i,Ua,i, m0i, κi, ca,i, αi, θh,i, θa,i, pi) and

ensures that the decentralized equilibrium matches the data perfectly.

C.2 Quantification of the social optimum

To determine the social optimum, we consider that the values κ, α, ca, ch, y, k, b, m0, ν, ν0, q as

well as the total number of workers in the labor market (both employed and unemployed,

both in-house and TWA) are the same as in the decentralized equilibrium and we want to find

the optimal values for V∗
h ,V∗

a ,U ∗
h ,U ∗

a , θ∗h , θ∗a ,L∗
h,L∗

a that are consistent with the equations (17)

as well as the labor market tightness definitions, the flow equilibrium conditions and the fixed

size of the labor market. This define 8 equations for 8 unknowns and can be solved directly.

23We use an IV estimator, where the value of Vh is instrumented by an analog taken from ForCE to
mitigate measurement error bias (the average number of vacancies per firm for in-house workers).
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However, one important challenge is the interior solutions presented in (17) may not be fea-

sible and two alternative equilibrium must be considered: one with only TWA workers and

one without any TWA workers. We therefore proceed as follows (see Appendix B.2.1 for more

details).

To find this solution, one starts by determining θa,i from

κ + rki

αmi(θa,i)
=

(1 − η)

r + qi + ηθa,imi(θa,i)
(yi − ca,i − bi − rki)

where mi(.) is the matching function, specific to market i since m0 is estimated for each market.

Then, one determines θhi from the arbitrage condition:

θh,imi(θh,i) (yi − ch,i − bi − rki)

r + qi + ηθh,imi(θh,i)
=

θa,imi(θa,i)

r + qi + ηθa,imi(θa,i)
(yi − ca,i − bi − rki)

which is well defined only when

(yi − ch,i − bi − rki) [r + qi + ηθa,imi(θa,i)]

θa,im(θa,i) (yi − ca,i − bi − rki)
− η > 0

and is in this case equal to

θhi =

[
m0i

r + qi

(
(yi − ch,i − bi − rki) [r + qi + ηθa,imi(θa,i)]

θa,imi(θa,i) (yi − ca,i − bi − rki)
− η

)] 1
1−η

The number of vacancies for in-house workers is determined by

C′(Vh,i) + rki

mi(θh,i)
=

1 − η

r + qi + ηθh,imi(θh,i)
(yi − ch,i − bi − rki)

which is defined only if

(1 − η)m(θh,ii) (yi − ch,i − bi − rki)

r + qi + ηθh,imi(θh,i)
− rki > 0

and in that case is equal to:

Vhi =

[
1

ν0,iν

(
(1 − η)m(θh,i) (yi − ch,i − bi − rki)

r + qi + ηθh,im(θh,i)
− rki

)] 1
ν−1

To summarize, the constrained efficient allocation has an interior solution if and only if:

(yi − ch,i − b − rki) [r + qi + ηθa,imi(θa,i)]

θaim(θai) (yi − ca,i − bu − rki)
− η > 0

(1 − η)mi(θh,i)

r + qi + ηθh,imi(θh,i)
(yi − ch,i − bi − rki)− rki > 0
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where θa,i is defined by

κ + rki

αmi(θa,i)
=

(1 − η)

r + qi + ηθa,imi(θa,i)
(yi − ca,i − bi − rki)

and θh,i by the equation (using the fact that m(θh,i) = m0iθ
−η
h,i

θh,i =

[
m0i

r + qi

(
(yi − ch,i − bi − rki) [r + qi + ηθa,imi(θa,i)]

θa,im(θa,i) (yi − ca,i − bi − rki)
− η

)] 1
1−η

If the interior solution does not exist, then one of the two alternative equilibrium should be

calculated.

Solution with in-house workers only in this case the equilibrium is the same as the

decentralized equilibrium. We note Ci′(.) the cost function, specific to market i since ν0 is

estimated for each market:

C′
i(Vh,i) + rki

mi(θh,i)
=

1 − η

r + qi + ηθh,imi(θh,i)
(yi − rk − ch,i − bi)

Vh,i

θh,i
+

Vh,imi(θh,i)

qi
= Vh,i

qi + θh,imi(θh,i)

θh,iqi
= Ni

which implies that θh,i is defined by:

C′
i

(
Ni

θh,iqi
qi+θh,im(θh,i)

)
+ rki

mi(θh,i)
=

1 − η

r + qi + ηθh,imi(θh,i)
(yi − rki − ch,i − bi)

Solution with TWA workers only

κ + rki

αmi(θa,i)
=

(1 − η)

r + qi + ηθaim(θai)
(yi − rki − ca,i − bi)

Welfare For each market, we calculate the welfare. We use the parameter from the interior

solution when the latter is defined, and otherwise compare the two corner equilibria and

consider the one with the largest welfare.
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